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Abstract. We introduce a category of étale local systems with ultraproduct coefficients on varieties over finite

fields and develop a partial theory of Frobenius weights in this setting. In particular, we formulate and prove a
variant with ultraproduct coefficients of the fundamental theorem of Weil II for curves and derive standard corol-

laries from it. Combining these results with the theory of Frobenius weights for `-adic coefficients, we (reprove
and) extend to arbitrary compatible families of pure `-adic local systems previous results of Gabber, Drinfeld and

Cadoret-Hui-Tamagawa about torsion, residual semisimplicity/irreducibility and unicity of integral models. The

proofs via ultraproduct coefficients not only provide more general results but they are also (drastically) more ele-
mentary than the previous ones; in particular they do not involve any sophisticated group theory nor automorphic

results. Conceptually, that the use of ultraproduct coefficients provides such elementary proofs should follow from

their motivic origin, which is evidenced by the fact that Deligne’s companion conjecture extends to ultraproduct
coefficients. Indeed, building on our results about integral models in compatible families of `-adic local systems we

deduce from the `-adic Langlands correspondance of Drinfeld-Lafforgue the Langlands correspondance for ultra-

product coefficients and extend Deligne’s companion conjecture to ultraproduct coefficients (over smooth varieties).
Consequently, we also extend to ultraproduct coefficients Deligne’s finiteness theorem for `-adic local systems with

bounded ramification.This implies for example that, on a given smooth variety and for ` large enough with respect

to the rank and wild ramification, there are only finitely many irreducible rank-r F`-local systems with trivial

determinant and bounded ramification, and that such a F`-local system lifts uniquely to a Z`-local system with

trivial determinant.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Let k0 be a finite field of characteristic p > 0 with algebraic closure k and let X0 be a smooth
variety over k0; write X := X0 ×k0 k. Given a prime l 6= p, the companion conjecture of Deligne (now a
theorem of L. Lafforgue, Deligne and Drinfeld) attaches to every irreducible Ql-local system with finite
determinant Fl on X0 a unique compatible family of irreducible Q`-local systems F`, ` 6= p. This reflects
the fact that Fl is conjecturally the l-adic realization of a pure isomotive F and that F` corresponds to
the `-adic realization of F , ` 6= p. In his letter to Illusie [Gr73], Grothendieck envisions that the category
of pure isomotives (over Q) should arise as the isogeny category of a category of pure integral motives
(over Z[1/p]). Within this conjectural framework, a pure integral motive H over Z[1/p] should give rise
to a family H`, ` 6= p of Z`-local systems such that F` := H` ⊗Q`, ` 6= p is a compatible family and H`
is torsion-free for `� 0. We prove that, indeed, such families H`, ` 6= p of (torsion-free) integral models
behave as if they were arising from an object H in a category of finitely generated Z[1/p]-modules en-
dowed with the action of a discrete group whose image in Aut(H) is finitely generated and whose action
on H ⊗ Q is semisimple (this latter property implying in particular that there are only finitely many
isogeny classes of pure integral motives in a given isomorphism class of pure isomotives - e.g. [D87, Lem.
0.3]).

More precisely, given a compatible family F`, ` 6= p of pure Q`-local systems on X0, we prove the
following results about torsion, residual semisimplicity/irreducibility and unicity of integral models - see
Part 4 for details. For `� 0 and every choice of a torsion-free Z`-model H` of F`, one has:
(1) For ? = ∅, c, i ≥ 0 and if X0 is proper over k0 or if X0 is a curve, the cohomology groups H i

?(X,F`),
H i

?(X,H` ⊗ F`) have the same dimension; in particular Hj
?(X,H`), j = i, i + 1 is torsion-free and

H i
?(X,H`)⊗ F` = H i

?(X,H` ⊗ F`).
(2) For ? = ∅ and i = 0 or ? = c and i = 2dim(X) (1) always holds.
(3) H` ⊗ F`|X is semisimple and if F`|X is irreducible (resp. F` is semisimple, resp. F` is irreducible)

then H` ⊗ F`|X is irreducible (resp. H` ⊗ F` is semisimple resp. H` ⊗ F` is irreducible).
(4) If H′` is another Z`-model of F` then H`|X ' H′`|X and if F` is semisimple, then H` ' H′`.
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(5) (Resp. If F` is semisimple) the connected component of the Zariski-closure of the image of the geo-
metric étale fundamental group (resp. of the étale fundamental group) of X0 acting on the stalks of
H` is a semisimple (resp. a reductive) group scheme over Z`.

To prove (1)-(5), we introduce a category of étale local systems with ultraproduct coefficients on X0 and
develop a partial theory of Frobenius weights in this setting. In particular, we formulate and prove a
variant with ultraproduct coefficients of the fundamental theorem of Weil II for curves (Theorem 1.2.1)
and derive standard corollaries from it (purity, geometric semisimplicity, weak Cebotarev - see Part 3
for details). The proof of (1)-(5) then follows from the combination of the Frobenius weight theory for
`-adic and ultraproduct coefficients.

Some of the results (1)-(5) were already known, at least in special cases - see Subsection 1.3 below.
However, the proofs via ultraproduct coefficients are (drastically) more elementary (and provide more
general results) than the previous ones; in particular they do not involve any sophisticated group theory
nor automorphic results. Conceptually, that the use of ultraproduct coefficients provides such elementary
proofs should follow from their motivic origin, which is evidenced by the fact that Deligne’s companion
conjecture extends to ultraproduct coefficients. Indeed, building on (3)-(5) we deduce from the `-adic
Langlands correspondance of Drinfeld-Lafforgue the Langlands correspondance for ultraproduct coef-
ficients (Theorem 14.3) and extend Deligne’s companion conjecture to ultraproduct coefficients (over
smooth varieties) (Corollary 15.1.1). Consequently, we also extend to ultraproduct coefficients Deligne’s
finiteness theorem for `-adic local systems with bounded ramification (Corollary 15.3.1).This implies
for example that, on a given smooth variety and for ` large enough with respect to the rank and wild
ramification, there are only finitely many irreducible rank-r F`-local systems with trivial determinant
and bounded ramification, and that such a F`-local system lifts uniquely to a Z`-local system with trivial
determinant (an asymptotic version of a conjecture of de Jong [dJ01]).

We briefly review the notion of local systems with ultraproduct coefficients and the main features of
the theory of Frobenius weights in Subsection 1.2 below. In Subsection 1.3, we discuss further the
applications and comparison with existing results.

1.2. Ultraproduct coefficients. Fix an infinite set of primes L not containing p and set F :=
∏
`∈L F`.

Let U denote the set of all non-principal ultrafilters on L that is the set of closed points of Spec(F) with
residue characteristic 0. For u ∈ U , let F � Qu denote the corresponding ultraproduct; the field Qu is
an algebraic closed field isomorphic to C and the quotient morphism F � Qu is flat.

1.2.1. Let Stu(X0) be the full subcategory of the category of sheaves of F-modules on X0 whose objects are
direct productsM =

∏
`∈LM` of locally constant constructible (lcc for short) sheavesM` of F`-modules

such that

- (1.2.1.1)Mu,x :=Mx⊗Qu has finite dimension; here we writeMx :=Mx =
∏
`∈LM`,x for the direct

product of the stalks M`,x, ` ∈ L (not to be confused with the stalk of the étale sheaf M at x);

- (1.2.1.2) There exists a connected étale cover X ′ → X for which the set of primes ` ∈ L such that
M`|X′ is C-tame (see Subsection 3.6; when X0 is a curve, this is the usual notion of tameness) is in u,

and let Stu(X0) → C(X0,Qu), M→Mu denote its quotient by the full subcategory of all M ∈ Stu(X0)
such that {` ∈ L | M` = 0} ∈ u. We call C(X0,Qu) the category of lcc Qu-sheaves (or of Qu-local
systems) on X0.

Let F`, ` ∈ L be a compatible family of `-adic local systems on X0; for each ` ∈ L let H` be an (a torsion-
free) integral model of F` and M` its reduction modulo-`. Then M =

∏
`∈LM` ∈ Stu(X0) for every

u ∈ U . Furthermore, for every x0 ∈ |X0| and geometric point x over x0, the characteristic polynomials
of ϕx0 acting on F`,x and acting on Mu,x coincide (Lemma 11.3). It will turn out that every irreducible

Qu-local system with finite determinant on X0 arises in this way (Corollary 15.1.1).

1.2.2. Let M ∈ Stu(X0). Condition (1.2.1.1) enables to define weights. For x0 ∈ |X0| and a geometric
point x over x0, the geometric Frobenius ϕx0 acts on the finite-dimensional Qu-vector spaceMu,x. Given
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an isomorphism ι : Qu→̃C, the ι-weights of Mu at x0 are the 2 log |ια|
log |k(x0)| for α describing the set of

eigenvalues of ϕx0 acting on Mu,x. If there exists w such that for every x0 ∈ |X0| the ι-weights of Mu

at x0 are all equal to w, one says that Mu is ι-pure of weight w.

1.2.3. Condition (1.2.1.2) (together with Condition (1.2.1.1)) ensures the following.

(1) For ? = ∅, c the Qu-vector space H•? (X,Mu) := H•? (X,M) ⊗ Qu is finite-dimensional (Theorem
3.6.3), from which one derives the cohomological interpretation of the attached L-function (Theo-
rem 3.5.1). Here we write H•? (X,M) :=

∏
`∈LH

•
? (X,M`) for the direct product of the cohomology

groups H•? (X,M`), ` ∈ L, ` ∈ L (not to be confused with the cohomology groups of the étale sheaf
M on X).

(2) If X0 is a curve, the image of wild inertia acting on Mu,x is finite. In particular,

- (Theorem 6.1.3) For every geometric point x on X, the radical of the Zariski closure of the image
of π1(X) acting on Mu,x is unipotent.

- (Lemma 5.3.1) If X0 is a curve with smooth compactification j0 : X0 ↪→ X0 and x is a geometric
point on X \ X, the image of π1(X(x)) acting on Mu,ηx is quasi-unipotent. Here ηx denotes a
geometric generic point on X(x) = X ×X spec(OX,x).

When X0 is a curve the finiteness of H•c (X,Mu), H
•(X,Mu) under Conditions (1.2.1.1), (1.2.1.2) di-

rectly follows from the Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich formula but when X0 is higher-dimensional, it
requires more elaborated results from ramification theory - in particular the comparison results for C-
tameness and D-tameness of Kerz-Schmidt [KeS10], the uniformity results of Orgogozo [O17] and de
Jong’s alterations [dJ96] (whose technics are already used in [O17]).

One can reformulate Condition (1.2.1.2) group-theoretically by saying that there exists a connected étale
coverX ′ → X for which the set of primes ` ∈ L such that the action of π1(X ′) onM`,x factors through the
C-tame fundamental group π1(X ′)→ πt1(X ′) is in u. When X is smooth over k, πt1(X ′) is topologically
finitely generated - [Appendix, Cor. 1.2.1]. This is used repeatedly throughout the paper in three ways.
First, to remedy the lack of a good (separated) topology on Qu and ensure that an arbitrary finite index
subgroup of the image of π1(X0) acting on Mu,x arises from an étale cover of X0. This uses the highly
non-trivial theorem of Nikolov-Segal [NS07a], [NS07b]. One could probably get rid of the Nikolov-Segal
theorem by resorting to the more elementary `-independence tools developed in [CT17] but this would
be at the cost of increasing significantly the technicity of the exposition, which we preferred to avoid.
Second, in the applications, to establish a good dictionary between the properties of the representations
of π1(X0) on Mu,x and on the M`,x, ` ∈ L. Typically, that π1(X0) acts on Mx through a topologically

finitely generated quotient is necessary to ensure that the canonical map Mx
π1(X0) ⊗Qu →Mu,x

π1(X0)

is an isomorphism. And third, to deduce statements for arbitrary higher-dimensional smooth varieties
from the case of curves via the almost-tame Bertini theorem of Drinfeld-Poonen-Tamagawa - [Appendix,
Thm. 1.2.1].

1.2.4. With the tools of 1.2.3 in hands, one can adjust the arguments of Deligne [D80] and Laumon [Lau87]
to Qu-coefficients and prove the technical core of the theory of Frobenius weights, namely the variant
with Qu-coefficients of the fundamental theorem of Weil II for curves [D80, Thm. (3.2.1)]. More pre-
cisely, fix u ∈ U and an isomorphism ι : Qu→̃C. Let X0 be a smooth curve over k0 and letM∈ Stu(X0,F).

Theorem. If Mu is ι-pure of weight w then H i
c(X,Mu) has ι-weights ≤ w + i, i ≥ 0. Equivalently,

H i(X,Mu) has ι-weights ≥ w + i.

Let j0 : U0 ↪→ X0 be a non-empty open subset and M ∈ Stu(U0). Since H1(X, j∗M`) is the image of
H1
c (U,M`) in H1(U,M`) and H1(X, j∗M`), H

1(X, j∗M∨` (1)) are dual to each other ( [SGA41
2 , Dualité,

(1.3), (2.1)]), Theorem 1.2.4 automatically implies

Corollary. If Mu is ι-pure of weight w then H i(X, j∗M)⊗Qu is ι-pure of weight w + i, i ≥ 0.

1.3. Applications and comparison with existing results.
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1.3.1. Constant ultraproduct coefficients seemingly appear for the first time on p. 389 of [Se04]. In [To04],
and more recently [O17, §6.2], it is shown that étale cohomology with constant ultraproduct coefficients
is a Weil cohomology. In [CHT17b] and still in the setting of constant coefficients, the dictionary be-
tween properties of ultraproduct coefficients and F`-coefficients for ` � 0 is investigated further; in
particular, the results of [CHT17a] are reformulated in terms of ultraproduct coefficients. However,
the above references only use ultraproduct coefficients to rephrase in a compact way results for con-
stant F`-coefficients for ` � 0 but not to prove such results. In [To04] and [CHT17a], the statements
for constant F`-coefficients for ` � 0 are deduced by reduction modulo-` from the similar statements
for Q`-coefficients thanks to Gabber’s torsion freeness [G83] asserting that if X0 is smooth and proper
over k0 then H•(X,Z`) is torsion-free for ` � 0. The proof in [O17] does not resort directly to [G83]
but uses the same core ingredient, namely the gcd theorem [D80, (4.5.1)] - a consequence of Hard Lef-
schetz [D80, (4.3.9)]. Using the gcd theorem, Gabber proves, by induction on the dimension of X0, that
the characteristic polynomial of ϕ acting on H i(X,F`) is the reduction modulo-` of the characteristic
polynomial of ϕ acting on H i(X,Q`) (which is known to have integral coefficients by [D80, (3.3.9)]). In
particular, H i(X,F`) and H i(X,Q`) have the same dimension, which implies that Hj(X,Z`) is torsion-
free, j = i, i+ 1.

The introduction of arbitrary ultraproduct coefficients and the development of a good Frobenius weights
formalism now enables to reverse the process and deduce results for F`-coefficients for ` � 0 directly
from those for Qu-coefficients. Results for Z`-coefficients are then obtained by comparing those for
F`-coefficients and Q`-coefficients in the spirit of Gabber’s proof.

1.3.2. We now discuss Statements (1)-(5) of Subsection 1.1 and the finiteness and lifting results for F`-
representations of π1(X0) mentioned therein.

- Statement (1) (Subsection 12.1) is the generalization of the above mentioned theorem of Gabber [G83],
where the compatible family Q`,X0

, ` 6= p with its system of integral models Z`,X0 , ` 6= p is replaced

by an arbitrary compatible family F`, ` ∈ L of Q`-local systems pure of weight w with an arbitrary
family of integral models H`, ` ∈ L. Actually, it holds more generally when X0 is the total space of a
fibration in smooth proper varieties over a smooth curve (Corollary 12.1.5). To our knowledge, apart
from [G83], this result is entirely new. Its proof does not rely on [G83] (but recover it as a special
case). As it is typical from how ultraproduct coefficients can be used, we sketch it. So assume X0 is
smooth and proper over k0. Let M` denote the reduction modulo-` of H`. It is enough to show that
dimH i(X,F`) = dimH i(X,M`), i ≥ 0 for `� 0 (independently of the choice of the H`, ` ∈ L). Recall
from Subsection 1.2.1 thatM∈ Stu(X0) for every u ∈ U and that for every x0 ∈ |X0|, the characteristic
polynomials of ϕx0 acting on F`,x and acting on Mu,x coincide. Using Lefschetz pencils in the spirit
of [D74], one deduces from Theorem 1.2.4 by induction on the dimension of X0 that H i(X,Mu) is
pure of weight w + i. Since for every x0 ∈ |X0|, the characteristic polynomials of ϕx0 acting on F`,x
and acting on Mu,x coincide, the `-adic and ultraproduct trace formulae give∏

i≥0

det(1− Tϕ|H i(X,F`))(−1)i+1
=

∏
i≥0

det(1− Tϕ|H i(X,Mu))
(−1)i+1

.

Comparing weights, it follows that det(1−Tϕ|H i(X,F`)) = det(1−Tϕ|H i(X,Mu)), i ≥ 0. In partic-
ular, H i(X,F`) and H i(X,Mu) have the same dimension. But as this holds for every ` ∈ L and u ∈ U
this formally implies that dimH i(X,F`) = dimH i(X,M`) for `� 0, as expected. It is not clear from
this argument that the ` � 0 is independent of the choice of the H`, ` ∈ L. But since the previous
argument works for an arbitrary infinite set L of primes ` 6= p, this is formal. Indeed, assume there
exists an infinite subset L′ ⊂ L such that for every ` ∈ L′ there exists an integral model H` of F` such
that dimH i(X,F`) < dimH i(X,M`). Then, apply the above argument to the compatible family F`,
` ∈ L′ with its family of integral models H`, ` ∈ L′ to get a contradiction.

- Statements (2), (5) and the part of Statement (3) dealing with semisimplicity (Subsection 12.2) are
the generalization of the main results of [CHT17a], which treats the case of a compatible family of the
form F` = Rif∗Q`, ` ∈ L for f0 : Y0 → X0 a smooth proper morphism with the family of integral
models H` = Rif∗Z`, ` ∈ L (which were already known to be torsion-free for ` � 0 by [G83]). As al-
ready mentioned, the proofs in [CHT17a] rely on [G83] together with a (tricky) combination of various
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cohomological and group-theoretic techniques.

- The part of Statement (3) dealing with irreducibility (Subsection 12.2) recovers [Dr18, Prop. E.10.1].
After reduction to the case where X0 is a curve, the proof of Drinfeld relies on the combination of two
deep automorphic results. On the one hand the `-adic Langlands correpondance of L. Lafforgue [L02]
and the subsequent finiteness of the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible Q`-local systems with
trivial determinant and bounded Swan conductor and, on the other hand, de Jong’s lifting conjec-
ture1 [dJ01, Conj. 2.3, Rem. 3.6 (b)]. Elaborating on [Dr18, Prop. E.10.1] and the group-theoretic
techniques of [CHT17a], [BGP19] also provides a proof of Statements (3) and (5).

So, compared, with [G83], [CHT17a], [Dr12] and [BGP19], the proofs of Statements (1)-(5) via ultra-
product coefficients are drastically more elementary; they follow directly from the combination of the
Frobenius weight theory for `-adic and ultraproduct coefficients as sketched in the proof of Statement (1)
above and do not involve any automorphic results nor sophisticated group theory. As already mentioned
in Subsection 1.3.1, this reflects the motivic origin of the category of ultraproduct local systems, which is
evidenced by the existence of ultraproduct companions (Corollary 15.1.1). The proofs of this last result
and of its applications requires the `-adic Langlands correspondence of Drinfeld-Lafforgue but, still, they
do not involve any result from geometric Langlands as in Gaitsgory’s proof of de Jong’s conjecture.

1.3.3. More precisely, let L be the set of all primes ` 6= p. If we come back to our original integral pure
motive F , it should give rise to a number field Q and various cohomological incarnations - `-adic F`,
` 6= p, ultraproduct Fu, u ∈ U and p-adic Fp with the properties that the characteristic polynomial
of ϕx0 acting on F†,x has coefficient in Q and is independent of † ∈ L ∪ {p} ∪ U . Conversely, one
expects that every such compatible family whose objects are irreducible with finite determinant arises
from an integral motive. In particular, for † ∈ L ∪ {p} ∪ U , every irreducible Q†-local system with finite
determinant F† on X0 should give rise to a compatible family F‡, ‡ ∈ L ∪ {p} ∪ U . This is in essence
Deligne’s companion conjecture [D80, Conj. (1.2.10)]. For X0 a curve and †, ‡ ∈ L ∪ {p} this follows
from the combination of the `-adic [L02] and p-adic [A18b] forms of the Langlands correspondance
(automorphic representations playing the part of F). For higher-dimensional X0, this is known only
if † ∈ L ∪ {p} and ‡ ∈ L [D12], [Dr12], [AE19], [Ked18]. We extend this to †, ‡ ∈ L ∪ {p} ∪ U and
‡ ∈ L ∪ U . When X0 is a curve, we first establish the Langlands correspondence with ultraproduct
coefficients (Section 13). Contrary to the p-adic case, our strategy is not to mimic Lafforgue’s proof but
to reduce to the `-adic Langlands correspondance by means of Statements (3), (4). The key point is that
an automorphic representation gives rise to a compatible family F`, ` 6= p of irreducible Q`-local systems
with finite determinant and that Statements (3), (4) ensure that taking integral models H`, ` ∈ L and
their reduction modulo-` M`, ` ∈ L gives rise to a well-defined ’reduction’ map F` → F → Mu with
Mu irreducible with finite determinant and compatible with F`. This gives almost for free the direction
’automorphic to ultra product’ (the ‘difficult’ part of the correspondence). The converse direction is
obtained formally, as in the `-adic or p-adic setting, using Deligne’s principe de réccurrence (for this,
one needs a weak version of the Cebotarev density theorem - Corollary 10.5). Actually, the construction
F` → F → Mu does not require X0 to be a curve and already gives the companion conjecture for
† ∈ L ∪ {p} and ‡ ∈ U . What remains to show is how to attach a `-adic companion to an ultraproduct
coefficient. But once the `-adic and ultraproduct correspondences are established, this follows easily for
Drinfeld’s reconstruction theorem [Dr12]. With these results in hands, one can easily extend Deligne’s
finiteness theorem for `-adic local systems with bounded ramification and derive an asymptotic version
of de Jong’s conjecture for arbitrary dimensional smooth varieties X0. Namely that given an étale cover

1Actually, when a first version of this paper was released, the status of de Jong’s conjecture was not clear to me.
In [Dr18, Prop. E.10.1], Drinfeld only refers to a paper of Gaitsgory [Ga07], where a conditional proof of de Jong’s
conjecture is provided using methods of geometric Langlands. According to [Ga07, §1.4], the missing ingredients to complete
Gaitsgory’s proof were a good theory of étale sheaves with coefficients in finite extensions of F`((T )) and the geometric
Satake isomorphism for the affine Grassmannian over k0 with F`((T ))-coefficients. As pointed out to me by M. Kerz, the first
ingredient was already essentially available in [E90] (alternatively, one can now refer to the pro-étale site of [BSc15]). The
second ingredient, though not explicitly stated in the literature, should follow easily from the arguments in [MV07], [MV18]
as was explained to me by Xinwen Zhu. More precisely, though in [MV07] the base field is C, the strategy there does
work for the affine Grassmannian over Fp as well, and all the statements (starting from section 3), except the one in the
Appendix, remain unchanged. The statement in the Appendix needs to be slightly adjusted but this does not affect the
proof of the main theorem. The proofs of some of these statements (the geometric inputs) only work over C so sometimes
alternative arguments are needed to make them work over Fp; these are supplied in [Z17].
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α : X ′0 → X0, for ` large enough with respect to r and α, there are only finitely many irreducible rank-r
F`-local systems M` with trivial determinant on X0 and such that M`|X′ is tame. Furthermore such a
F`-local system M` lifts uniquely to a Z`-local system with trivial determinant. The original form of de
Jong’s conjecture is for F`-local system on curves and predicts the existence and finiteness of liftings for
every ` 6= p. In comparison, for `� 0, we obtain not only the existence but also the unicity of the lifting
and this not only for curves but for higher-dimensional smooth varieties. In contrast2, our method says
nothing for small `.

1.4. The paper is organized as follows. Part 1 gathers notation, definitions and various technical pre-
liminaries about ultraproduct coefficients (finiteness of cohomology, trace formula etc.). In Part 2, we
develop the theory of Frobenius weights for ultraproduct coefficients and prove Theorem 1.2.4, adjusting
the arguments of Deligne and Laumon. We tried and keep the exposition as self-contained as possible
so that the readers who are not familiar with [D80] and [Lau87] could follow it. Part 3 is devoted to
standard applications of the theory of weights within the setting of ultraproduct coefficients (purity,
extensions, semisimplicity, weak Cebotarev etc.), which are preliminary to the proofs of Statements (1)-
(5). Part 4 is devoted to the proofs of Statements (1)-(5) and Part 5 to the Langlands correspondance
with ultraproduct coefficients and its applications (companions, mixedness, finiteness, lifting). In the
Appendix we prove an almost tame variant of a Bertini theorem of Drinfeld-Poonen, following arguments
of Tamagawa.

1.5. Acknowledgments: I am very grateful to Akio Tamagawa for helpful discussions and carefully
listening two marathon talks about the mathematical content of this paper. I am also indebted to him
for explaining how to generalize the tame Bertini theorem of Drinfeld-Poonen to the almost tame case.
This technical result enables to simplify the arguments in several places of the paper. The idea of an
ultraproduct variant of Weil II arised after the discussions with Chun Yin Hui and Akio Tamagawa which
led to [CHT17b]. Eventually, I thank Daniel Litt and Xinwen Zhu for discussions around the status of
de Jong’s lifting conjecture and the related results in this paper.

This work was partly carried out while I was staying at R.I.M.S., as an invited researcher. I thank
heartily R.I.M.S. for the always wonderful support and research conditions it provides. My research is or
was also partly supported by the Institut Universitaire de France, the ANR grant ANR-15-CE40-0002-01
and the C.N.R.S/J.S.P.S. joint project ASPIC.

Part 1. Preliminaries

2. Notation, definitions, conventions

In the following, a sheaf always means an étale sheaf.

2.1. Let T be a scheme. Given t0 ∈ T , write T(t0) → T for the henselization of T at t0 and for a geometric
point t over t0, write T(t) → T(t0) for the corresponding strict henselization. If U ↪→ T is an open subset,
write U(t0) := U ×T T(t0), U(t) := U ×T T(t).

2.2. Let k0 be a finite field of characteristic p > 0. Fix an algebraic closure k of k0 and let π1(k0) :=
π1(spec(k0), spec(k)) denote the absolute Galois group of k0 and ϕ ∈ π1(k0) the geometric Frobenius.
A variety over k0 is a reduced scheme separated and of finite type over k0 and a curve over k0 is a
one-dimensional variety over k0. For a variety X0 over k0, write X := X0 ×k0 k and |X0| for the set
of closed points. For x0 ∈ |X0|, let deg(x0) := [k(x0) : k] denote the degree of the residue field at
x0 and for a geometric point x over x0 let ϕx0 ∈ π1(x0) := π1(x0, x) denote the geometric Frobenius

(ϕx0 = ϕdeg(x0) ∈ π1(x0) ↪→ π1(k0)).

2.3. Let L be an infinite set L of primes. Write F :=
∏
`∈L F`.

2Let us point out that for smooth varieties X0 of dimension ≥ 2 our result is optimal as can be easily seen by considering
X0 with e.g. non-trivial finite étale fundamental groups (recall every finite group G is the étale fundamental group of a

smooth projective variety (of dimension ≥ 2) over Fp [Se58, Prop. 15]).
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2.3.1. For ` ∈ L, let S(T,F`) denote the category of F`-sheaves on T and let S(T,F) denote the ‘prod-
uct category’ of the S(T,F`), ` ∈ L that is the subcategory of the category of sheaves of F-modules
on T whose objects are families M = M`, ` ∈ L with M` ∈ S(T,F`), ` ∈ L and whose morphisms
M → N are families φ = φ` : M` → N`, ` ∈ L of morphisms in S(T,F`). Objects (resp. morphisms)

in S(T,F) are denoted by M (resp. φ : M → N ) and we write M` (resp. φ` : M` → N`) for the `th

component ofM (resp. of φ :M→N ). The category S(T,F) inherits from the S(T,F`), ` ∈ L a struc-
ture of rigid abelian monoidal category namely,M⊕N =M`⊕N`, ` ∈ L,M⊗N =M`⊗N`, ` ∈ L etc.

The cohomological formalism we consider on S(T,F) is the product3 of the étale cohomological formal-
ism on each of the S(T,F`), ` ∈ L, namely stalks at geometric points, cohomology groups, cohomology
groups with compact support, inverse images, higher direct images etc. are defined componentwise. For
instance, if F : S(T,F`) → Mod/F` denotes any of the functors H•(T,−) (étale cohomology), H•c (T,−)

(étale cohomology with compact support), (−)t (stalk at a geometric point t on T ) on S(T,F`) then define
the functor F : S(T,F)→Mod/F,M 7→ F (M) :=

∏
`∈L F (M`). Similarly, given a morphism of schemes

f : T ′ → T , one defines the inverse image functor f∗ : S(T,F) → S(T ′,F), M → f∗M :=
∏
`∈L f

∗M`

and the higher-direct image functors R•f∗ : S(T ′,F)→ S(T,F), M′ → R•f∗M′ :=
∏
`∈LR

•f∗M′` etc.

One says that M ∈ S(T,F) is constructible (resp. locally constant constructible - lcc for short) if M`

is, ` ∈ L.

2.3.2. Let Π be a topological group. For ` ∈ L, let Rep(Π,F`) denote the category of finitely generated
F`-modules M` equipped with a continuous F`-linear action of Π that is such that the image Π` of Π
acting on M` is finite and the induced morphism Π � Π` is continuous. When Π is profinite topologi-
cally finitely generated ( [NS07a], [NS07b]) and, more generally, when every finite index subgroup of Π
is open, this latter continuity condition is automatic. Let Rep(Π,F) denote the ‘product category’ of the
Rep(Π,F`), ` ∈ L that is the subcategory of the category of F-modules equipped with a F-linear action
of Π whose objects are families M = M`, ` ∈ L with M` ∈ Rep(Π,F`), ` ∈ L and whose morphisms
M → N are families φ = φ` : M` → N`, ` ∈ L of morphisms in Rep(Π,F`). Again, objects (resp.

morphisms) in Rep(Π,F) are denoted by M (resp. φ : M → N) and we write M` (resp. φ` : M` → N`)
for the `th component of M (resp. of φ : M → N) etc.

2.3.3. If T is a connected scheme and t is a geometric point on T , the fiber functor (−)t : S(T,F) →
Mod/F induces an equivalence of categories from lcc sheaves in S(T,F) to Rep(π1(T, t),F). If X0 is a

geometrically connected variety over k0 and x a geometric point on X0, let W (X,x) := π1(X,x)×π1(k0)ϕ
Z

denote the Weil group; it is equipped with the topology induced from the product of the profinite
topology on π1(X0, x) and the discrete topology on ϕZ. Since π1(X,x) is the profinite completion of
W (X,x), the functor ‘restriction to W (X,x)’ induces an equivalence of categories Rep(π1(X,x),F) →
Rep(W (X,x),F).

3. Coefficients in ultraproducts

3.1. A filter on L is a family of subsets of L which is stable under finite intersections, supsets and does
not contains the empty set. An ultrafilter on L is a filter which is maximal for ⊂ among all filters or,
equivalently, a filter u such that for every S ⊂ L either S ∈ u or L \ S ∈ u. The set of ultrafilters on L
is in bijection with the spectrum of (the 0-dimensional) ring F

Ultrafilters on L ←→ Spec(F)
u −→ mu := 〈eS | S ∈ u〉

um := {S ⊂ L | eS ∈ m} ←− m,

where eS : L → {0, 1} denotes the characteristic function of L \ S. For an ultrafilter u on L, write
F → Qu := F/mu for the corresponding ultraproduct. In the above bijection, maximal principal ideals
are in bijection with L and correspond to the so-called principal ultrafilters: u` := {S ⊂ L | ` ∈ S}. Non
principal ultrafilters give rise to characteristic 0 ultraproducts and their intersection is the Fréchet filter,

3Not to be confused with the étale cohomological formalism induced by the one on the topos of F-modules; recall that
in general stalks at geometric points, cohomology groups etc. do not commute with infinite direct products.
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that is the set of all S ⊂ L such that L \ S is finite. In terms of ideals, this means that the intersection
of all non-principal maximal ideals of F is ⊕`∈LF`.

Let U denote the set of all non principal ultrafilters on L. For u ∈ U the following holds.

(3.1.1) F � Qu is a flat morphism ( [CHT17b, 6.7]);
(3.1.2) Qu is algebraically closed and isomorphic to C (e.g. [Sch10, Thm. 2.4.3]).

3.2. Fix u ∈ U and let S(T,F) → S(T,Qu), M → Mu denote the quotient of S(T,F) by the full
subcategory of all M such that {` ∈ L | M` = 0} ∈ u. The category S(T,Qu) inherits from S(T,F) a
structure of rigid abelian monoidal category such that S(T,F)→ S(T,Qu) becomes an additive tensor-
functor.

3.2.1. Let F : S(T,F) → Mod/F be any of the functors H•(T,−), H•c (T,−), (−)t. Then F : S(T,F) →
Mod/Qu

, M 7→ F (M)⊗Qu factors through (−)u : S(T,F)→ S(T,Qu) as Fu : S(T,Qu)→Mod/Qu
. We

simply write F (Mu) := Fu(Mu) so that F (Mu) = F (M)⊗Qu. Similarly, given a morphism of schemes
f : T ′ → T , the functors R•f∗ : S(T ′,F)→ S(T,F)→ S(T,Qu), f

∗ : S(T,F)→ S(T ′,F)→ S(S,Qu) fac-
tor as R•f∗,u : S(S,Qu)→ S(T,Qu), f

∗
u : S(T,Qu)→ S(T ′,Qu). We simply write R•f∗Mu := R•f∗,uMu,

f∗Mu := f∗uMu.

Remark. Since S(T,F`) = colimS(T,Fn` ), one could have alternatively constructed S(T,F) as follows.
For an application n : L → Z≥1, write Fn :=

∏
`∈L F`n` and for u ∈ U , let Fn � Qn,u denote the

corresponding ultraproduct. Then Qu = colimQn,u. Define as before S(T,Fn) :=
∏
`∈L S(T,F`n` ). Then

considering the natural componentwise scalar extension functors S(T,Fm) → S(T,Fn), m|n, S(T,F) =

colimS(T,Fn). This emphasizes further the parallelism between the construction from torsion coefficients

of the cohomology groups with Qu- and Q`-coefficients as shown in the table below. Given a prime `(6= p),
let Q` denote a finite extension of Q`, Z` and F` the corresponding ring of integers and residue field and
λ` a uniformizer.

Q` Qu

torsion coefficients Z`/λ
n
` , n ≥ 1 F`n` , n : L → N∗

lim (to char 0 ring) Z` Fn
localization (exact) (to char 0 field) Z` ↪→ Q` Fn � Qn,u
colim (to alg. closed char 0 field ' C) Q` ↪→ Q` Qn,u ↪→ Qu

3.2.2. Given M ∈ Mod/F, the u-rank of M is the Qu-dimension of Mu := M ⊗ Qu. Given M ∈ S(T,F)

and a geometric point t on T the u-rank of M at t is the u-rank of Mt (equivalently, the Qu-dimension
of Mu,t). One says that M has finite u-rank if there exists d ∈ Z≥1 such that the set of all ` ∈ L with
dim(M`,x) ≤ d for every geometric point t on T is in u.

If M is lcc, for every ` ∈ L, the F`-rank of M`,t is independent of t. In particular the u-rank of M at t
is independent of t; call it the u-rank of M.

If M,N ∈ Mod/F have finite u-rank, (M ⊗N)⊗Qu = Mu ⊗Nu. In particular, if M,N ∈ S(T,F) have

finite u-rank at t, (Mu ⊗Nu)t =Mu,t ⊗Nu,t.

From now on, assume T = X0 is a variety over k0. Fix u ∈ U . Unless some confusion may arise, we
simply write M→M :=Mu for the localization functor S(T,F)→ S(T,Qu).

3.3. Weights. Given an algebraically closed field K of characteristic 0 and an isomorphism ι : K→̃C,
the ι-weights of a finite-dimensional K-vector space V equipped with an action of the geometric Frobe-

nius ϕ ∈ π1(k0) are the 2 log |ια|
log |k0| for α describing the set of eigenvalues of ϕ acting on V .

Fix an isomorphism ι : Qu→̃C. Let M∈ S(X0,F) be constructible.
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3.3.1. IfM has finite u-rank at x0 ∈ |X0|, we define the ι-weights ofM (or the (u, ι)-weights ofM) at x0

to be the ι-weights of the natural ϕx0 = ϕk(x0)-module Mu,x. Let Wx0,ι(M) denote the set of ι-weights
of M at x0. If M has finite u-rank at every x0 ∈ |X0|, write

Wι(M) :=
⋃

x0∈|X0|

Wx0,ι(M), wι(M) := supWι(M).

If |Wι(M)| = 1 one says that M is ι-pure (or that M is (u, ι)-pure) (of weight wι(M)). If M is ι-pure
of weight w for every isomorphism ι : Qu→̃C (resp. for every u ∈ U and isomorphism ι : Qu→̃C), one
says that M (resp. M) is pure of weight w.

3.3.2. IfM has finite u-rank at x0 ∈ |X0| and ιdet(Id−Tϕx0 |Mu,x) is in R[T ], one says thatM is ι-real
at x0 (or thatM is (u, ι)-real at x0). IfM is ι-real at every x0 ∈ |X0|, one says thatM is ι-real (or that
M is (u, ι)-real).

3.3.3. The full subcategory of S(X0,F) of constructible sheaves which have finite u-rank at every x0 ∈ |X0|
and are (u, ι)-pure of weights w (resp. of (u, ι)-weights ≤ w) is closed under quotients, subobjects,
extensions, inverse images and direct images by finite morphisms. The tensor product of two sheaves
which have finite u-rank at every x0 ∈ |X0| and are (u, ι)-pure of weights w,w′ (resp. of (u, ι)-weights
≤ w,≤ w′) has finite u-rank at every x0 ∈ |X0| and is (u, ι)-pure of weights w+w′ (resp. of (u, ι)-weights
≤ w + w′).

3.4. Twists. Every α ∈ F× defines a unique continous group morphism χα : π1(k0) = ϕẐ → F×,

ϕλ → αλ, that is a lcc sheaf F(α)
in S(spec(k0),F). If pX0 : X0 → spec(k0) denotes the structural

morphism, write F(α)
X0

:= p∗X0
F(α)

. By construction, F(α)
X0

is (u, ι)-pure of weight 2 log |ια|
log |k0| , where α denotes

the image of α in Qu.

Tensoring with F(α)
X0

induces an equivalence of categories S(X0,F)→ S(X0,F),M→M(α) :=M⊗F(α)
X0

which commutes with cohomology and stalks. Following the standard notation, set M(1) := M(|k0|−1)

for the Tate twist.

Write Q(α)
u,X0

(resp. M(α), resp. M(1)) for the image of F(α)
(resp. M(α), resp. M(1)) via the localization

functor S(X0,F)→ S(X0,Qu).

3.5. L-functions. Fix u ∈ U . Let M∈ S(X0,F) be constructible. If dimH•c (X,M) < +∞, set

χ(M, T ) :=
∏
i≥0

det(1− Tϕ|H i
c(X,M))(−1)i+1 ∈ Qu(T ).

If M∈ S(X0,F) has finite u-rank at x0, set

Lx0(M, T ) := det(Id− T deg(x0)ϕx0 |Mx)−1 ∈ Qu[[T ]]

for the local u-L-factor of M at x0 and if M has finite u-rank at every x0 ∈ |X0|, set

L(M, T ) :=
∏

x0∈|X0|

Lx0(M, T ) ∈ Qu[[T ]].

3.5.1. Theorem. If M has finite u-rank on X0 and dimH•c (X,M) < +∞ then L(M, T ) = χ(M, T ) in
Qu[[T ]].

Proof. Write kn/k0 for the unique degree n-field extension of k0. The trace formula for M` ( [SGA41
2 ,

Rapport, Thm. 4.10], [D73, Thm. 10.11.1]) yields

(3.5.1.1)
∑

x0∈X0(kn)

Tr(ϕn|M`,x) =
∑
i≥0

(−1)iTr(ϕn|H i
c(X,M`))

in F`. Since M has finite u-rank on X0 and dimH•c (X,M) < +∞, up to replacing L by a subset in u,
one may assume that for every geometric point x on X0 the F-modules Mx, and H i

c(X,M), i ≥ 0 are
finitely generated. So (3.5.1.1) yields∑

x0∈X0(kn)

Tr(ϕn|Mx) =
∑
i≥0

(−1)iTr(ϕn|H i
c(X,M))
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in Qu hence

(3.5.1.2)
∑
n≥1

∑
x0∈X0(kn)

Tr(ϕn|Mx)Tn =
∑
i≥0

(−1)i
∑
n≥1

Tr(ϕn|H i
c(X,M))Tn

in Qu[[T ]]. The left-hand term can be rewritten as

(3.5.1.3)
∑
n≥1

∑
x0∈X0(kn)

Tr(ϕ
n

deg(x0)
x0 |Mx)Tn =

∑
n≥1

∑
(x0,d)∈|X0|×Z≥1

deg(x0)d=n

Tr(ϕdx0 |Mx)T deg(x0)d

=
∑
n≥1

∑
x0∈|X0|

Tr(ϕnx0 |Mx)T deg(x0)n.

Since Qu has characteristic 0, this yields T d
dT logL(M, T ) = T d

dT log(χ(M, T )). Whence the conclusion
since L(M, T ), χ(M, T ) have the same constant term. �

3.6. Almost u-tameness.

3.6.1. Let x be a geometric point on X0. We refer to Subsection 1.1 of the Appendix for the notions of
curve-tameness (C-tameness) and divisor-tameness (D-tameness). We only recall that C-tame covers are
stable under arbitrary base-changes and that C-tame covers and D-tame covers are full Galois subcate-
gories of the category of étale covers. If X0 is smooth over k0, the notions of C-tameness and D-tameness
coincide and if X0 is the complement of a normal crossing divisor in a smooth, projective, geometrically
connected variety over k0, this is the notion of tameness of [SGA1], [GM71] ( [KeS10, Thm. 1.1]). When
X0 is smooth and connected over k0, we write π1(X0, x) � πt1(X0, x) for the classifying quotient.

3.6.2. The category C(X0,Qu) of ‘lcc Qu-sheaves’. Fix u ∈ U .

3.6.2.1.One says that a lcc M in S(X0,F) is u-C-tame (resp. u-D-tame) if the set of primes ` ∈ L such
that M` is C-tame (resp. D-tame) is in u and that M is almost u-C-tame (resp. almost u-D-tame) if
there exists an étale cover X ′0 → X0 such thatM|X′0 is u-C-tame (resp. u-D-tame). When X0 is smooth,
we simply use the terminology u-tame.

3.6.2.2.Let Stu(X0,F) ⊂ S(X0,F) denote the full subcategory of almost u-C-tame lcc sheaves with finite
u-rank. It is abelian and, as a subcategory of the category of lcc sheaves in S(X0,F), stable under twists,
extensions (recall p /∈ L), internal Hom, duals, tensor products, pullback by arbitrary morphisms and
push forward by finite étale morphisms. Let C(X0,Qu) ⊂ S(X0,Qu) denote the essential image of

Stu(X0,F) ⊂ S(X0,F)→ S(X0,Qu).

3.6.2.3.Given a (topological) group Π, let Rep(Π,Qu) denote the category of finite-dimensional Qu-linear
representations of Π. Fix a geometric point x on X0 and let Rept(π1(X0, x),Qu) ⊂ Rep(π1(X0, x),Qu)
denote the essential image of the canonical functor

Stu(X0,F)→ Rep(π1(X0, x),F)→ Rep(π1(X0, x),Qu).

We will use several time the following (elementary) lemma, which relies on the (non elementary) fact

that πC−t1 (X0, x) is topologically finitely generated [Appendix].

Lemma. Assume X0 is normal. Then Rept(π1(X0, x),Qu) is a Tannakian subcategory of Rep(π1(X0, x),Qu),
stable under subobjects. Furthermore the canonical additive tensor functor Stu(X0,F)→ Rept(π1(X0, x),Qu)
factors through an equivalence of categories C(X0,Qu)→̃Rept(π1(X0, x),Qu).

Proof. Let M ∈ St(X0,F). Let N ⊂ Mx be a π1(X0)-submodule. Up to replacing L by a subset in u,
one may assume π1(X0, x) acts on Mx through a topologically finitely generated quotient. Then, up to
replacing again L by a subset in u, N lifts to a subobjectN ⊂Mx inRep(π1(X0, x),F) ( [CHT17b, 4.4.4]).
Furthermore, π1(X0, x) acts continuously onM`,x hence on N` so that N` corresponds to a subsheafN` ⊂
M`, ` ∈ L. By construction N = N`, ` ∈ L is in Stu(X0) hence N = Nu,x ∈ Rept(π1(X0, x),Qu). This

shows that, as a subcategory of Rep(π1(X0, x),Qu), Rep
t(π1(X0, x),Qu) is stable under subobjects. That

C(X0,Qu)→̃Rept(π1(X0, x),Qu) is fully faithful also follows from the fact that for M,N ∈ St(X0,F),
up to replacing L by a subset in u, one may assume π1(X0, x) acts on Mx, N x through a topologically
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finitely generated quotient and that, under this assumption, (M∨x⊗N x)π1(X0)⊗Qu ' (M∨x,u⊗N x,u)
π1(X0)

( [CHT17b, (4.4.2.1)]). The other parts of the assertion are straightforward. �

3.6.3. Theorem. (Finiteness) If M ∈ C(X0,Qu), dimH
•
c (X,M) < +∞ and, if X0 is smooth over k0,

dimH•(X,M) < +∞.

Proof. By Poincaré duality the assertion for usual cohomology follows from the one for cohomology with
compact support. We prove the assertion for cohomology with compact support. Let M ∈ Stu(X0,F)
such thatMu =M. Since for an étale cover X ′ → X, H•c (X,M`) injects into H•c (X ′,M`), after possibly
replacing X by an étale cover and L by a subset in u, one may assume M` is C-tame on X for every
` ∈ L and that dimM`,x is independent of `. One has to show that sup{dimH•c (X,M`) | ` ∈ L} < +∞.
For this, it is enough to show that there exists a constant CX depending only on X such that for
every finite field F of characteristic 6= p and tamely ramified lcc sheaf M of F -modules on X0 one has
dimFH

•
c (X,M) ≤ CXrankFM. We proceed by induction on the dimension d of X in order to reduce to

the case where X is the complement of a strict normal crossing divisor in a smooth projective variety over
k. In that case, the result follows from [O17, Thm. 3.1.1 (see Rem. 3.1.4)] and the fact that C-tameness
and tameness in the sense of [SGA1], [GM71] coincide [KeS10, Thm. 1.1]. If d = 0, the assertion is
straightforward. So assume d ≥ 1. Let D denote the union of the intersections of the pairs of distinct
irreducible components of X. By the localization exact sequence for cohomology with compact support
and the induction hypothesis for D, it is enough to show the assertion for X \D that is one may assume
X is integral. By [dJ96], there exists a generically étale alteration φ : X ′ → X and an open embedding

X ′ ↪→ X
′
into a smooth, projective variety X

′
over k such that X

′ \X ′ is a strict normal crossing divisor.
Fix a non-empty open subscheme ∅ 6= U ↪→ X such that U ′ := X ′ ×X U → U is finite étale. From
the localization exact sequence for cohomology with compact support and the induction hypothesis for
X \U , it is enough to show the assertion for U . But, since H i

c(U,M) injects into H i
c(U

′,M), it is enough
to show the assertion for U ′. Again from the localization exact sequence for cohomology with compact
support and the induction hypothesis for X ′ \ U ′, it is enough to show the assertion for X ′. �

4. Review of cohomology of curves

Let X0 be a curve over k0. Fix u ∈ U .

4.1. LetM be a constructible sheaf in S(X0,F). By flatness of F � Qu the canonical π1(k0)-equivariant
injective morphismH0

c (X,M) ↪→ H0(X,M) induces a π1(k0)-equivariant injective morphismH0
c (X,M) ↪→

H0(X,M). If X0 is geometrically connected over k0 and M is lcc, H0(X,M) = Mx
π1(X) and, if X0

is affine, H0
c (X,M) = 0, H0

c (X,M) = 0. If furthermore X0 is smooth over k0 and M ∈ Stu(X0,F),

H0(X,M) =Mx
π1(X) (here we use πt1(X0) is topologically finitely generated - [CHT17b, 4.4.2]).

4.2. Let j0 : U0 ↪→ X0 be a non-empty open subscheme and let ι0 : X0 \ U0 ↪→ X0 the corresponding
closed immersion.

4.2.1. Let M be a constructible sheaf in S(X0,F). The short exact sequence 0 → j0!j
∗
0M → M →

i0∗i
∗
0M→ 0 gives rise to

- a π1(k0)-equivariant exact sequence 0→ H0
c (U,M)→ H0

c (X,M)→
⊕

x0∈X0\U0
Mx hence, by flatness

of F � Qu, to a π1(k0)-equivariant exact sequence 0→ H0
c (U,M)→ H0

c (X,M)→
⊕

x0∈X0\U0
Mx

- a π1(k0)-equivariant surjective morphism H1
c (U,M) � H1

c (X,M) hence to a π1(k0)-equivariant sur-
jective morphism H1

c (U,M) � H1
c (XM)

- a π1(k0)-equivariant isomorphism H2
c (U,M)→̃H2

c (X,M) hence to a π1(k0)-equivariant isomorphism
H2
c (U,M)→̃H2

c (X,M). If U red0 is smooth and geometrically connected over k0 andM|U is lcc, Poincaré
duality and 4.1 yield a π1(k0)-equivariant isomorphism

H2
c (X,M)→̃Mx π1(U)(−1),

And if furthermore M is in Stu(X0,F), H2
c (X,M)→̃Mx π1(U)(−1) (here again we use πt1(X0) is topo-

logically finitely generated - [CHT17b, 4.4.1]).
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4.2.2. LetM be a constructible sheaf in S(U0,F). The short exact sequence 0→ j0!M→ j0∗M→Q→ 0
gives rise to a π1(k0)-equivariant exact sequence

⊕
x0∈X0\U0

(j∗M)x → H1
c (U,M) → H1

c (X, j∗M) → 0

hence, by flatness of F � Qu to a π1(k0)-equivariant exact sequence
⊕

x0∈X0\U0
(j∗M)x → H1

c (U,M)→
H1
c (X, j∗M) → 0. If X0 is normal at x0, (j∗M)x = Mx

π1(U(x)) and if M is in Stu(U0,F), (j∗M)x =

Mx
π1(U(x)) ( [CHT17b, 4.4.2]).

Part 2. Weights

Sections 5 and 6 follow [D80, (1.5)-(1.8)], adapting the arguments to the setting of Qu-coefficients. In
Section 7, we recall how Laumon reduces 1.2.4 to 7.1. The proof of 7.1 is carried out in Subsection 8.2,
following [Lau87, 4] after some recollections on Deligne-Laumon’s Fourier transform in Subsection 8.1.

Fix u ∈ U and an isomorphism ι : Qu→̃C. Let X0 be a smooth, geometrically connected variety of
dimension d over k0; let η0 denote its generic point and η a geometric point over η0.

5. Semicontinuity and local monodromy

5.1. Convergence radius.

5.1.1. Lemma. Let M be a constructible sheaf in S(X0,F) with finite u-rank on X0. Assume w :=

wι(M) < +∞. The series d
dT log(ιL(M, T )) ∈ C[[T ]] converges for |t| < |k0|−

w
2
−d hence ιL(M, T )

converges for |t| < |k0|−
w
2
−d and has no zero nor pole in this disc.

Proof. Write d := dim(X0), δ := sup{dim(Mx) | x0 ∈ |X0|}. Since there exists4 a constant C = CX0

such that for every n ≥ 1, |X0(kn)| ≤ C|k0|nd, one has∑
x0∈X0(kn)

|ιtr(ϕ
n

deg(x0)
x0 |Mx)| ≤ Cδ|k0|n(w

2
+d).

The assertion follows by identifying T d
dT log(L(M, T )) with the left-hand term of (3.5.1.3). �

5.1.2. Corollary. If X0 is a curve and M is in Stu(U0,F) then H1
c (X,M) is of (u, ι)-weights ≤ w + 2.

Proof. By 3.5.1,

L(M, T ) =
det(1− Tϕ|H1

c (X,M))

det(1− Tϕ|H0
c (X,M))det(1− Tϕ|H2

c (X,M))

with H2
c (X,M) = Mx π1(X,x)(−1) of ι-weights ≤ w + 2 and either H0

c (X,M) = 0 (if X0 is affine) or

H0
c (X,M) =Mx

π1(X,x) of ι-weights ≤ w. So the assertion follows from 5.1.1. �

5.2. Semicontinuity. Assume X0 is a curve. Let j0 : U0 ↪→ X0 be a non-empty open subscheme. For
x0 ∈ |X0 \ U0| and a geometric point x over x0, set Dx0 := π1(U0(x0)), Ix := π1(U(x)) and let ηx denote

a geometric generic point of U(x). Let M ∈ Stu(U0,F). Since (j∗M)x =Mηx
Ix , j0∗M has finite u-rank

and
Wι(j0∗M) =Wι(M) ∪

⋃
x0∈|X0\U0|

Wx0,ι(j0∗M).

Lemma. (Semicontinuity) One has wι(j0∗M) = wι(M).

Proof. If w := wι(M) = +∞, there is nothing to prove. So assume w < +∞. Up to removing one point
in U0, one may assume X0 and U0 are affine. By definition

ιL(M, T )
∏

x0∈|X0\U0|

ιLx0(j0∗M, T ) = ιL(j0∗M, T ).

From 5.1.1, ιL(M, T ) converges for |t| < |k0|−
w
2
−1 and has no zero nor pole in this disc. On the other

hand, since dimH•c (X, j∗M) ≤ dimH•c (U,M) < +∞ (3.6.3 and 4.2), one can apply 3.5.1 to j0∗M on
X0 to get

L(j0∗M, T ) =
det(1− Tϕ|H1

c (X, j∗M))

det(1− Tϕ|H2
c (X, j∗M))

.

4Arguing by induction on d, one may replace X0 by a non-empty open subscheme hence, by Noether normalization, one
may assume there exists a finite dominant morphism f : X0 → Adk0 . In particular, |X0(kn)| ≤ deg(f)|k0|nd, n ≥ 1.
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And since H2
c (X, j∗M) = H2

c (U,M) =Mx π1(U,x)(−1) has ι-weights ≤ w + 2, the product∏
x0∈|X0\U0| ιLx0(j0∗M, T ) converges for |t| < |k0|−

w
2
−1 as well. This shows wι(j0∗M) ≤ w+2. Applying

the above with M⊗n, one gets

nwι(j0∗M) = wι((j0∗M)⊗n) ≤ wι(j0∗(M⊗n)) ≤ wι(M⊗n) + 2 = nw + 2,

where the first inequality follows from the fact that the canonical morphism (j0∗M)⊗n → j0∗(M⊗n) -
hence, by flatness of F � Qu, the canonical morphism ((j0∗M)⊗n)x → (j0∗(M⊗n))x - are injective. One
concludes letting n→ +∞. �

5.3. Local monodromy filtration. We retain the notation of Subsection 5.2. Let x0 ∈ |X0 \ U0|.

5.3.1. Lemma. There exists an open subgroup Ix,1 ⊂ Ix, normal in Dx0 and acting unipotently on Mηx.

Proof. After possibly replacing X0 by a connected étale cover, one may assume the action of Ix onMηx

factors through its tame quotient Ix � Itx := πt1(U(x)). Since one has a canonical π1(x0)-equivariant

isomorphism Itx→̃(Ẑ/Zp)(1), for every γ ∈ Itx, the set of eigenvalues of γ acting on Mηx is stable under

the map α→ α|k(x0)|. Hence the eigenvalues of γ are roots of unity of order dividing |k(x0)|r! where r is
the rank ofM. The assertion follows with Ix,1 ⊂ Ix the inverse image of the (unique open) index-|k(x0)|r!
subgroup Itx,1 of Itx. �

Let θ ∈ Ix,1 lifting a generator of Itx,1 and σ ∈ Dx0 lifting ϕx0 ∈ π1(x0). Let Dx0,1 ⊂ Dx0 be the open
subgroup generated by Ix,1 and σ. From 5.3.1, the action of Dx0,1 on V :=Mηx factors through (a finite
quotient of)

Dx0,1 � Itx,1 o π1(x0) ' (Ẑ/Zp)(1) o π1(x0).

Write γu for the image of an element γ ∈ Dx0 acting on V . There exists 0 ≤ a < r such that (θu−1)a+1 = 0
hence a unique nilpotent endomorphism N = − log θu ∈ End(V ) - the monodromy operator of the Dx0,1-
module V - such that σ−1

u Nσu = |k(x0)|N and θu = exp(N).

One easily checks that the monodromy operator of V ⊗ V (resp. V ∨) is N ⊗ Id+ Id⊗N (resp. −tN).

5.3.2. Weight decomposition and local monodromy filtration.

5.3.2.1.For every 0 6= α ∈ Q×u , let Vα := ∪n≥1 ker((σu − αId)n) ⊂ V denote the characteristic subspace
of σu attached to α. Then V = ⊕w∈RVw, where Vw := ⊕|ια|=|k(x0)|

w
2
Vα. The relation N(σu − α)n =

(|k(x0)|σu − α)nN shows that NVα ⊂ V|k(x0)|−1α hence NVw ⊂ Vw−2. One has:

Dx0,1-module Characteristic spaces ι-Weight decomposition
V ⊗ V (V ⊗ V )α = ⊕α′α′′=αVα′ ⊗ Vα′′ (V ⊗ V )w = ⊕w′+w′′=wVw′ ⊗ Vw′′
V ∨ (V ∨)α = (Vα−1)∨ (V ∨)w = (V−w)∨.

Remark. The eigenvalues of σ acting on V may depend on the choice of σ but if σ′ ∈ Dx0 is another
lift of ϕx0 ∈ π1(x0), then the eigenvalues of σ and σ′ only differ by roots of unity so that their ι-weights
- hence the weight-decomposition of V - are independent of the lifts σ, σ′.

5.3.2.2.Let a denote the unique integer ≥ 0 such that Na 6= 0, Na+1 = 0. There exists a unique increasing
filtration - the monodromy filtration:

0 = M−a−1V ⊂M−aV ⊂ · · · ⊂Ma−1V ⊂MaV = V

such that NMiV ⊂Mi−2V and N i : MiV →M−iV induces an isomorphism

N
i

: GrMi V →̃GrM−iV.
The proof is constructive and by induction on a ( [D80, (1.6.1)]). Because of the unicity, M•V is Dx0-
stable and the action of Dx0,1 on V induces an action of π1(x0) = Dx0,1/Ix,1 on GrM• V .

Remark. The monodromy operator N depends on the choice of Ix,1 and θ ∈ Itx,1 but only up to multi-

plication by a non-zero element in Qu so that the monodromy filtration is independent of the choices of
Ix,1 and θ ∈ Itx,1.
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The monodromy filtration of V ∨ is given by MiV
∨ = (M−i−1V )⊥. One can show that the monodromy

filtration of V ⊗ V is given by Mi(V ⊗ V ) =
∑

i′+i′′=iMi′V ⊗Mi′′V ( [D80, (1.6.9)]) but we will need
less than this.

Define the primitive part of GrMi V as PiV := ker(N : GrMi V → GrMi−2V ). By construction, PiV is
π1(x0)-stable.

5.3.2.3.Lemma. The following holds:
- (i) PiV = 0, i > 0;

- (ii) One has canonical π1(x0)-equivariant isomorphisms GrMi V →̃ ⊕j≥|i|, j≡i[2] P−jV (− i+j
2 );

- (iii) One has canonical π1(x0)-equivariant isomorphisms GrMi (V ∨)→̃(GrM−i(V ))∨, GrM−i(V )→̃GrMi (V )(i)
and P−i(V

∨)→̃(P−iV )∨(i);
- (iv) N i : MjV →Mj−2iV is surjective, j ≤ i, i ≥ 0;
- (v) For the induced filtration Mi ker(N) := MiV ∩ ker(N), one has canonical π1(x0)-equivariant iso-

morphisms GrMi (ker(N))→̃PiV .

Proof. See e.g. [KiW01, I.8.3] or [D80, I.6]. �

5.3.2.4.Corollary. Assume M is ι-pure of weight w. Then GrMi V is ι-pure of weight w + i.

Proof. One may assume Ix,1 = Ix. By twisting, one may also assume w = 0. Then M ⊗M and
M∨ are also ι-pure of weight 0. From 5.3.2.3.(i)-(ii), one has to show that for every eigenvalue α of σ

acting on P−iV , one has |ια| = |k(x0)|−
i
2 . So fix such an α and let 0 6= v−i ∈ P−iV be an associated

eigenvector. From 5.3.2.3.(v), one may assume v−i ∈ M−iV ∩ ker(N) ∩ Vα. From 5.3.2.3.(iv), one can

write v−i = N ivi for some vi ∈MiV ∩ V|k(x0)|iα. Then the element ti =
∑

i′+i′′=i(−1)i
′
N i′vi ⊗N i′′vi lies

in (V ⊗V )|k(x0)|iα2∩ker(N⊗Id+Id⊗N). In particular, by 5.2 applied toM⊗M, |k(x0)|i|ια2| ≤ 1 (note

that ker(N⊗Id+Id⊗N) = (M⊗M)ηx
Ix = (j∗(M⊗M))x). Applying the above argument toM∨ and

the eigenvalue |k(x0)|−iα−1 of σ acting on P−i(V
∨) 5.3.2.3.(iii), one also gets |k(x0)|−i|ια−2| ≤ 1. �

In particular, if N2 = 0, then V/ ker(N) = GrM1 (V ) is ι-pure of weight w + 1.

5.3.2.5.Corollary. Assume M is ι-pure of weight 0. Then N := j0∗(M⊕M∨) is ι-real.

Proof. If x0 ∈ |U0|,

ιdet(1− Tϕx0 |Nx) = ιdet(1− Tϕx0 |Mx)ιdet(1− Tϕx0 |Mx)

is clearly in R[T ]. If x0 ∈ |X0 \ U0|, with the above notation and by (5.3.2.3) (v), (iii),

ιdet(1− Tϕx0 |Nx) =
∏
i≥0

ιdet(1− Tϕx0 |P−iV )ιdet(1− Tϕx0 |(P−iV )∨(i)).

But by 5.3.2.4, if α is an eigenvalue of σ acting on P−iV then |ια| = |k(x0)|−
i
2 hence |k(x0)|−iια−1 =

ια. �

6. Geometric monodromy, determinantial weights and real sheaves

6.1. Geometric monodromy. Recall first the following consequence of class field theory (e.g. [D80,
Thm. (1.3.1)]).

6.1.1. Fact. Assume X0 is a curve. The image of π1(X,x) → π1(X0, x)ab is the direct product of a
pro-p group by a finite group of prime-to-p order. In particular, the image of πt1(X,x)→ πt1(X0, x)ab '
π1(X0, x)ab (p′) is finite (where (−)(p′) denotes the prime-to-p completion).

6.1.2. The set C1(X0,Qu) of isomorphism classes of rank-1 objects in C(X0,Qu) endowed with ⊗ is an
abelian group with unit Qu,X0

.

Proposition. (Rank-1) Let M∈ C1(X0,Qu). Then for every geometric point x on X0, π1(X,x) acts on

Mx through a finite quotient. Equivalently, there exists α ∈ Q×u such thatM(α) is torsion in C1(X0,Qu).

In particular, M is ι-pure of weight 2 log(|ια|)
log(|k0|) .
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Proof. The equivalence of both assertions is straightforward. We prove the first one. LetM∈ Stu(X0,F)
be a representative of M. From [Appendix, Thm. 1.2.1], up to replacing L by a subset in u, one may
assume X0 is a curve and the action of π1(X0, x) on Mx factors through π1(X0, x) � πt1(X0, x). Since
M has u-rank 1, up to replacing L by a subset in u, one may assumeM` has rank 1 for every ` ∈ L. In
particular, the action of πt1(X0, x) on Mx factors through πt1(X0, x) � πt1(X0, x)ab. The assertion then
follows from 6.1.1. �

In particular, for everyM∈ C(X0,Qu) there exists α ∈ Q×u such that det(M(α)) ∈ C1(X0,Qu) is torsion.

6.1.3. Global monodromy theorem. Let M be in C(X0,Qu) and let G ⊂ GL(Mx) denote the
Zariski-closure of the image of π1(X,x) acting on Mx. Consider the push-out diagram [D80, (1.3.7)]

(6.1.3.1) 1 // π1(X,x) //

��

W (X0, x)
deg //

ρ]

��
ρ

��

ϕZ // 1

1 // G // G0
//

ρ[

��

Z // 1

GL(Mx),

where deg : W (X0, x)→ Z is the composition W (X0, x)→ ϕZ ϕ→1→ Z.

Theorem.
- (6.1.3.1) The radical of G is unipotent.
- (6.1.3.2) If M is semisimple then up to replacing k0 by a finite field extension, one may assume
G0 = G× Z.

Proof. Let M ∈ Stu(X0,F) be a representative of M. For simplicity, write V := Mx and V := Mx.
By [Appendix, Thm. 1.2.1], up to replacing L by a subset in u, one may assume X0 is a curve and the
action of π1(X0, x) onMx factors through π1(X0, x) � πt1(X0, x). One may also freely replace πt1(X0, x)
by a finite index subgroup. Indeed, since πt1(X0, x) is topologically finitely generated every finite index
subgroup of πt1(X0, x) is automatically open ( [NS07a], [NS07b]) hence corresponds to a connected étale
cover. In particular, one may assume G is connected.
- Assume first π1(X,x) acts semisimply on V . Then G is reductive and one has to show that the

connected component T := Z(G)◦ of the center of G is trivial. Let φ ∈ W (X0, x) be any element
of degree 1. Then φ acts on T by conjugacy and permutes the finite set Ξ ⊂ X∗(T ) of characters
appearing in the representation of T on V . So, after possibly replacing k0 by a finite field extension,
one may assume φ fixes Ξ. But since T acts faithfully on V , Ξ generates X∗(T ) as a Z-module hence
φ actually acts trivially on T . Since the set of outer automorphisms of G acting trivially on T is finite,
replacing again k0 by a finite field extension, one may assume φ acts by an inner automorphism on G
that is there exists gφ ∈ G such that gφφ ∈ Z(G). This means G0→̃G×Z, g → (g(gφφ)−deg(g),deg(g))
and proves (6.1.3.2). In particular, one has a well-defined morphism

W t(X0, x)→ Gab0 = Gab × Z pr1→ Gab.

Assume this morphism factors through W t(X0, x) �W t(X0, x)ab, where W t(X0, x)ab is the quotient of
W t(X0, x) by the closure of its derived subgroup. Then the restriction πt1(X,x)ab →W t(X0, x)ab → Gab

has both Zariski-dense (by construction) and finite (by Fact 6.1.1) image hence Gab is trivial (since

it is connected). It remains to show that W t(X0, x) → Gab0 = Gab × Z pr1→ Gab factors through
W t(X0, x) �W t(X0, x)ab. Fix a faithful representation W of Gab; this is in particular a representation
of G0 hence a G0-subrepresentation of ⊕(m,n)∈IV

⊗m ⊗ (V ∨)⊗n for some finite subset I ⊂ Z2
≥0. From

Lemma 3.6.2.3, there exists an almost u-tame sheaf N ⊂ ⊕(m,n)∈IM⊗m⊗ (M∨)⊗n such that W ' Nx.

By construction the image of W t(X0, x) acting on Nx is abelian hence, as W t(X0, x) is topologically
finitely generated, up to replacing L by a subset in u, one may assume the image of W t(X0, x) acting
on N x is abelian as well. But as the action of W t(X0, x) on N x is also continuous, it factors through
W t(X0, x) �W t(X0, x)ab.

- In the general case, let S•V denote the socle filtration attached to the representation of π1(X0, x) on V .
By construction G stabilizes S•V and, since π1(X,x) is normal in π1(X0, x), π1(X,x) acts semisimply
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on GrS• V . By (6.1.3.1), the image of G in GL(GrS• (V )) is semisimple hence has trivial radical. This
shows that the radical of G is contained in the unipotent group ker(G→ GL(GrS• (V )).

�

6.2. Determinantial weights and real sheaves. Let M be in C(X0,Qu).

6.2.1. From 6.1.2, for every Jordan-Hölder factor N ofM in C(X0,Qu), det(N ) is ι-pure of weight - say
ωN . Let rN denote the rank of N . The ι-determinantial weights of M are the ωN /rN for N describing
any set of Jordan-Hölder factors of M in C(X0,Qu). If M has a single ι-determinantial weight - say w,
one says that M is purely of ι-determinantial weight w.

6.2.2. We retain the notation of Subsection 6.1.3. Assume M is semisimple and let z ∈ G0 be a central
element with deg(z) 6= 0 (6.1.3.2). Then, by Schur’s lemma, the ι-determinantial weights of M are the

2 log |ια|
deg(z) log(|k0|) for α describing the set of eigenvalues of z acting on Mx. This yields:

- (6.2.2.1) If M,M′ ∈ C(X0,Qu) are purely of respective ι-determinantial weights w,w′ then M⊗M′
is purely of ι-determinantial weight w + w′;

- (6.2.2.2) Let w ∈ R. Write n(w) for the sum of the ranks of the Jordan-Hölder factors of M with

ι-determinantial weight w. Then for every N ≥ 1 the ι-determinantial weights of
∧NM are the∑

w a(w)w, 0 ≤ a(w) ≤ n(w),
∑

w a(w) = N .

6.2.3. Assume X0 is a curve. Let w ∈ R be the largest ι-determinantial weight of M.

6.2.3.1 Lemma. If M is ι-real then the ι-weights of M are all ≤ w.

Proof. For x0 ∈ |X0|, one has to show that every eigenvalue αx0 of ϕx0 acting on Mx satisfies |ιαx0 |2 ≤
|k(x0)|w. Up to removing a closed point other than x0, one may assume X0 is affine. Then, by 3.5.1, for
every integer m ≥ 1 one has

L(M⊗2m, T ) =
∏

x0∈|X0|

Lx0(M⊗2m) =
det(1− Tϕ|H1

c (X,M⊗2m))

det(1− Tϕ|H2
c (X,M⊗2m, T ))

in Qu[[T ]].

- By (6.2.2.1), the largest ι-determinantial weight of M⊗2m is 2mw. Let α be an eigenvalue of ϕ acting
on H2

c (X,M⊗2m) = (M⊗2m
x )π1(X)(−1). Then α|k0|−1 is an eigenvalue of ϕ acting on (M⊗2m

x )π1(X)

hence a determinantial weight of M⊗2m. In particular |ια| ≤ |k0|mw+1 hence

(6.2.3.1.1) the convergence radius of L(M⊗2m, T ) is ≥ |k0|−mw−1.

- Since
d

dt
log(ιLx0(M⊗2m, T )) =

∑
n≥1

ιT r(ϕnx0 |Mx)2mT (n−1)deg(x0) ∈ R+[[T ]], Lx0(M⊗2m, T ) ∈ R+[[T ]]

and since Lx0(M⊗2m, T ) has constant term 1, 6.2.3.2 below and (6.2.3.1.1) imply that the convergence
radius of Lx0(M⊗2m, T ) is ≥ |k0|−mw−1. In particular, |ιαx0 |2m ≤ |k0|mw+1. The conclusion follows
letting m→ +∞.

�

6.2.3.2 Lemma Let φ(T ) :=
∑

n≥0 φnT
n ∈ C[[T ]] with convergence radius R.

- (i) If 0 < R < +∞, then there exists t0 ∈ C, |t0| = R such that φ(T ) has no holomorphic continuation
on any open neighborhood of t0;

- (ii) If φ(T ) =
∏
ν≥1 φν(T ) with φν(T ) = 1 +

∑
n≥1 φν,nT

n ∈ R+[[T ]], then for every ν ≥ 1 the conver-

gence radius of φν(T ) is ≥ R.

In particular, every M which is ι-real and has a single determinantial weight (e.g. is irreducible), is
ι-pure. More generally, one has the following.

6.2.4. Theorem. If M is ι-real then the Jordan-Hölder factors of M are ι-pure.

Proof. Up to replacing X0 by an étale cover, one may assume the action of π1(X0, x) on Mx factors
through πt1(X0, x). Fix a Jordan-Hölder filtration J•M of M in C(X0,Qu).
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- Assume first X0 is a curve. For every ι-determinantial weight w ofM, letM(w) denote the direct sum
of the Jordan-Hölder factors with ι-determinantial weight w and write n(w) for the rank of M(w).
Fix x0 ∈ |X0| and let αw1 , . . . , α

w
n(w) denote the eigenvalues counted with multiplicity of ϕx0 acting on

M(w)x. Then, by definition of determinantial weights

(1, w)
∑

1≤i≤n(w)

w|k(x0)|(ια
w
i ) = n(w)w.

Let N(w) :=
∑

w′>w n(w′). From (6.2.2.2), the ι-determinantial weights of
∧N(w)+1M are the

wa :=
∑
w′≤w

a(w′)w′ +
∑
w′>w

a(w′)w′

and satisfy

wa ≤
∑
w′≤w

a(w′)w +
∑
w′>w

a(w′)w′

= w +
∑
w′>w

(n(w′)− a(w′))w +
∑
w′>w

a(w′)w′

≤ w +
∑
w′>w

n(w′)w′.

Since for i = 1, . . . , n(w) each of the αwi
∏
w′>w

∏
1≤j≤n(w′) α

w′
j is an eigenvalue of ϕx0 acting on∧N(w)+1Mx and

∧N(w)+1M is again ι-real, by 6.2.3.1

(2, w, i) w|k(x0)|(ια
w
i ) +

∑
w′>w

∑
1≤j≤n(w′)

w|k(x0)|(ια
w′
j ) ≤ w +

∑
w′>w

n(w′)w′, i = 1, . . . , n(ω).

So (2, w, i)−
∑

w′>w(1, w′) yields

(3, w, i) w|k(x0)|(ια
w
i ) ≤ w

and, in view of (1, w), the (3, w, i), i = 1, . . . , n(ω) are necessarily equalities.

- Assume now X0 is quasi-projective of dimension ≥ 2. Fix x0 ∈ |X0| and let C0 → X0 be a curve as in
[Appendix, Thm. 1.2.1] with S0 = {x0}. Then J•M|C0 is again a Jordan-Hölder filtration for M|C0 .
Since M|C0 is a ι-real object in C(C0,Qu), for every i, GrJi (M|C0) = GrJi (M)|C0 is ι-pure of weight
say wi. In particular, the ϕx0-module GrJi (M)x is ι-pure of weight wi,x0 = wi. Now take any other
x′0 ∈ |X0| and a curve C ′0 → X0 as in [Appendix, Thm. 1.2.1] with S0 = {x0, x

′
0}. The above argument

applied to x0 shows that GrJi (M)|C′0 is ι-pure of weight w′i = wi,x0 = wi and to x′0 that the ϕx′0-module

GrJi (M)x′ is ι-pure of weight wi,x′0 = w′i = wi. If X0 is no longer assumed to be quasi-projective, cover

it by finitely many Zariski-open affine varieties U1, . . . , Ur. Then for i = 1, . . . , r, M|Ui is ι-pure of
weight say wi. But, since X0 is integral, for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r, Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅ hence wi = wj .

�

7. The reduction of Laumon

For simplicity, write A0 := A1
k0

. Let c0 : A0 ↪→ P0 := P1
k0

denote the smooth compactification of A0 and
∞ a geometric point over the point ∞0 at infinity.

7.1. Theorem. Let j0 : X0 ↪→ A0 be a non-empty open subscheme and let M be in C(X0,Qu) and ι-pure
of weight w. If M|X is unramified at ∞ and non constant irreducible then H1

c (A, j∗M) is of ι-weights
≤ w + 1.

The aim of this Section is to show that 1.2.4 and 7.1 are equivalent.

7.2. Proof of 1.2.4 ⇒ 7.1. LetM∈ Stu(A0,F) be a representative ofM. Write j̄0 := c0◦j0 : X0 ↪→ P0.
The short exact sequence

0→ c0!j0∗M→ j̄0∗M→M∞ → 0

(and the flatness of F � Qu) induces a π1(k0)-equivariant exact sequence

M∞ → H1
c (A, j∗M)→ H1(P, j̄∗M)→ 0.
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By the corollary of 1.2.4, H1(P, j̄∗M) is ι-pure of weight w + 1 while by 5.2, M∞,u = (j̄∗M)u,∞ is of
ι-weights ≤ w.

7.3. Proof of 7.1 ⇒ 1.2.4. Let X0 be a smooth curve over k0 and let M be in C(X0,Qu) and ι-pure
of weight w. For i = 0, 2, Theorem 1.2.4 directly follows from Section 4. So it is enough to consider the
i = 1 case. By Poincaré duality, it is enough to prove H1

c (X,M) is of ι-weights ≤ w + 1.

7.3.1. One may freely replace X0 by a non-empty open subscheme (4.2.1) so that, by Noether’s nor-
malization lemma, one may assume there exists a finite étale morphism π0 : X0 → U0, where U0 ⊂
A0 is a non-empty open subscheme. Since π0∗M is again in C(U0,Qu) and ι-pure of weight w and
H1
c (U, π∗M)→̃H1

c (X,M), one may assume j0 : X0 ↪→ A0 is a non-empty open subscheme. After possi-
bly replacing k0 with a finite field extension, one may assume X0(k0) contains a k0-point x0. Replacing
X0 with X0\{x0} and applying a projective linear transformation exchanging x0 and∞, one may assume
M is unramified at ∞. Let M ∈ Stu(X0,F) be a representative of M; one may choose M in such a
way that M is unramified at ∞ as well, and that π1(X0, x) acts on Mx through a topologically finitely
generated quotient. The short exact sequence 0→ j0!M→ j0∗M→Q→ 0 (and the flatness of F � Qu)
induces a π1(k0)-equivariant exact sequence⊕

x0∈|A0\X0|

j∗Mx → H1
c (X,M)→ H1

c (A, j∗M)→ 0

so that, by 5.2, it is enough to show that H1
c (A, j∗M) is of ι-weights ≤ w + 1.

7.3.2. If M is not irreducible in C(X0,Qu), by Lemma 3.6.2.3, there exists a subsheaf M′ ⊂ M in
Stu(X0,F) such that 0 6= M′u (M. The short exact sequence 0 → M′ → M →M′′ → 0 in Stu(X0,F)

induces an exact sequence 0 → j0∗M′ → j0∗M → j0∗M′′
∂→ R1j0∗M′ of constructible sheaves in

S(A0,F). Up to replacing L by a subset in u, one may assume ∂ = 0. Indeed, ∂|X0 = 0 and for x0 ∈
|A0 \X0|, ∂ : j0∗M′′ → R1j0∗M′ induces a π1(k(x0))-equivariant morphism ∂x : (j∗M′′)x → (R1j∗M′)x.
By the local duality theorem [SGA5, I.5], one has a perfect pairing

(j∗(M
′∨))x ⊗ (R1j∗M′)x → Qu(−1)

hence, by 5.2 applied to M′∨, (R1j∗M′)x is of ι-weights ≥ w + 2 while, by 5.2 applied to M′′, (j∗M′′)x
is of ι-weights ≤ w. The conclusion follows from the finiteness of |A0 \X0| and [CHT17b, 4.3.3]. As a
result, one gets a π1(k0)-equivariant exact sequence

· · · → H1
c (A, j∗M′)→ H1

c (A, j∗M)→ H1
c (A, j∗M′′)→ · · · .

Since M′,M′′ are again ι-pure of weight w, arguing by induction on the length of the Jordan-Hölder
filtration of M, one may assume M is irreducible .

7.3.3. After possibly replacing k0 with a finite field extension and with the notation of 6.1.3, one may
assume G0 = G× Z. In particular, by Schur’s Lemma, elements in Z act by homotheties on Mx hence
Mx is also an irreducible π1(X,x)-module.

7.3.4. If M|X ' Qu,X , there exists α ∈ Qu of ι-weight w such that M = Q(α)
u,X0

. In particular,

j0∗M = Q(α)
u,A0

hence H1
c (A, j∗M) = 0 and Theorem 1.2.4 holds in that case.

So that one may assume M|X is irreducible non-constant. As M|X is also unramified at ∞ by 7.3.1,
one can apply 7.1.

8. Deligne-Laumon Fourier transform and proof of 7.1

8.1. Recollection on Deligne-Laumon Fourier transform. We briefly summarize the results from
[Lau87] which are required to perform the proof of 7.1. See also Katz’s Bourbaki talk [K88] and [KiW01,
I.5].
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8.1.1. Construction. For every ` ∈ L fix a faithful additive character ψ` : k0 ↪→ F`. This defines

faithful additive characters ψ = (ψ`)`∈L : k0 ↪→ F× and ψ =: ψ ⊗ Qu : k0 ↪→ Q×u . For simplicity,

write A0 := Ga,k0 . Let pk0 : A0 → A0, x 7→ x|k0| − x denote the Artin-Schreier cover; this is a Galois

(étale) cover with group k0. Write π1(A0) � k0 for the corresponding quotient and L(ψ) ∈ S(A0,F)

for the lcc sheaf corresponding to π1(A0) � k0 composed with ψ : k0 → F×. Clearly L(ψ) ∈ Stu(A0,F).
Decomposing pkn = (pk0)kn ◦ Trkn/k0 shows that the pullback L(ψ)|Ga,kn of L(ψ) via the base-change

morphism A0kn → A0 is the sheaf corresponding to π1(A0kn) � kn composed with ψ ◦Trkn/k : kn → F×.
Eventually, let m : A0 × A0 → A0, (x0, y0) → x0y0 denote the multiplication and for x0 ∈ |A0|, let
tx0 := m(x0,−) : A0k(x0) → A0k(x0) denote the translation by x0. Write

ψ
x0

:= ψ ◦ Trk(x0)|k0 ◦ tx0 : k(x0)→ F×.

Then L(ψ
x0

) := t∗x0L(ψ) is the sheaf corresponding to π1(A0k(x0)) � k(x0) composed with ψ
x0

: k(x0)→
F×. From the definitions, (8.1.1.1) pk0∗F = ⊕x0∈A0(k0)L(ψ

x0
) and for x0 ∈ |A0|,

(8.1.1.2) H1(A,L(ψ
x0

)) = H1
c (A,L(ψ

x0
)) = 0, H2

c (A,L(ψ
x0

)) = 0 if x0 6= 0;

F`(−1) if x0 = 0.

Let p0 : A0×A′0 → A0, p′0 : A0×A′0 → A′0 denote the first and second projection (where we write A′0 := A0

to distinguish the two coordinates). For every ` ∈ L, let Db
c(A0,F`) denote the bounded derived category

of constructible F`-sheaves on X0 and Perv(X0,F`) ⊂ Db
c(A0,F`) the abelian subcategory of perverse

sheaves. The Fourier transform is the triangulated functor Tψ` : Db
c(A0,F`)→ Db

c(A′0,F`) defined by

Tψ`(K`) = Rp′!(p
∗K` ⊗m∗L(ψ`))[1],

where [1] : Db
c(A′0,F`)→ Db

c(A′0,F`) is the usual shift functor. Write also Db
c(A0,F) :=

∏
`∈LD

b
c(A0,F`),

Perv(A0,F) :=
∏
`∈L Perv(A0,F`) and Tψ :=

∏
`∈L Tψ` : Db

c(A0,F)→ Db
c(A′0,F).

8.1.2. Main properties.

8.1.2.1.By proper base-change, for every x′0 ∈ |A′0|, Tψ`(K`)x′ = RΓc(A,K` ⊗ L(ψ`,x′0))[1].

8.1.2.2.( [Lau87, (1.2.2.1), (1.3.2.3), (1.3.2.4)]) The Fourier transform Tψ` : Db
c(A0,F`) → Db

c(A′0,F`) is
a triangulated equivalence of categories with quasi-inverse Tψ−1

`
(1). It induces an equivalence of abelian

categories Tψ` : Perv(A0,F`)→ Perv(A′0,F`), with quasi inverse Tψ−1
`

(1) hence, in particular, a bijection

on isomorphism classes of simple objects in Perv(A0,F`).

8.1.2.3.( [Lau87, (1.4.2)] - see also [K88, Thm. 2]) More precisely, Tψ` : Perv(A0,F`) → Perv(A′0,F`)
permutes the type of simple objects in Perv(A0,F`), as described in loc. cit. In particular, it preserves
type 3 that is those perverse sheaves of the form j0∗M`[1] for j0 : U0 ↪→ A0 a non-empty open subscheme
and M` a lcc irreducible F`-sheaf on U0 such that no subquotient of M`|U is of the form L(ψx0,`)|U for
some x0 ∈ |A0|.

8.1.2.4.Consider the natural compactifications A0 ↪→ P0 := P1
k0

, A′0 ↪→ P′0 := P1
k0

. For K` ∈ Perv(A0,F`),
the ramification of Tψ`(K`) ∈ Perv(A0,F`) is described in terms of the ramification of K` in [Lau87, §2].
We will only need to consider the case where K` is an irreducible object of type 3 that is of the form
K` = j0∗M`[1] for j0 : U0 ↪→ A0 a non-empty open subscheme and M` a lcc sheaf on U0, ramified over
A0 \ U0 and unramified at ∞. Write again M` for its extension to U0 ∪ {∞}. Then Tψ`(j0∗M`[1]) is
again an irreducible object of type 3, that is Tψ`(j0∗M`[1]) = j0′∗M′`[1] with j′0 : U ′0 ↪→ A′0 a non-empty
open subscheme and M′` a lcc sheaf on U ′0, ramified over A′0 \ U ′0. The following summarizes what is
needed for the proof of Theorem 1.2.4. For x0 ∈ |P0|, set Dx0 := π1(U0(x0)), Ix := π1(U(x)) and let ηx
denote the generic point of U(x). Use similar notation for x′0 ∈ |P′0|.

- (8.1.2.4.1) ( [Lau87, (2.3.1.3) (i)] - see also [K88, Prop. 6 (3)]) U ′0 = A′0 \ {0′}.
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- (8.1.2.4.2) ( [Lau87, (2.3.2), (2.4.2.1) (ii), (2.5.3.1) (i)] - see also [K88, Thm. 10]) The ramification of
M′` at 0′ is described by the following D′0′-equivariant exact sequence

0→ H1
c (A, j∗M`)→M′`,η′

0′
→M`,∞(−1)→ 0,

with I ′0′ acting trivially on H1
c (A, j∗M`), M`,∞(−1) and H1

c (A, j∗M`)→̃(M′`,η′
0′

)I
′
0′ .

- (8.1.2.4.3) ( [Lau87, (2.3.1.1) (i), (i’)] - see also [K88, Thm. 3, Prop. 6 (1), (2)]) The ramification of
M′` at ∞′ is bounded only in terms of the rank of M` and the largest slope of the Ix-module M`,ηx0

,

x0 ∈ |P0 \ U0|.

8.2. Proof of Theorem 7.1. We retain the notation of Sections 7 and 8.1. Let M ∈ Stu(X0,F) be a
representative of M; up to replacing L by a subset in u, one may assume both π1(X0, x) and I∞ act
on Mx through topologically finitely generated quotients. In particular, one may assume that for every
` ∈ L,M`|X is non-constant irreducible ( [CHT17b, 4.4.5]) and unramified at∞ ( [CHT17b, 4.4.2]). One
may also assume that M`|X 6' L(ψ`,x0)|X for any x0 ∈ |A0|. Indeed, otherwise j∗(M`|X) ' L(ψ`,x0)|A
and H1

c (A, j∗M`) = H1
c (A,L(ψ`,x0)) = 0 by (8.1.1.2). Eventually, up to twisting, one may assume w = 0.

Write j′0 : X ′0 := A′0 \ {0′} ↪→ A′0. From 8.1.2, Tψ(j0∗M[1]) = j′0∗M′[1] for some M′ ∈ Stu(X ′0,F) with

M` irreducible, ` ∈ L and whose ramification at 0′ is given by the D0′-equivariant short exact sequence

0→ H1
c (A, j∗M)→M′η′

0′
→M∞(−1)→ 0

with I ′0′ acting trivially on H1
c (A, j∗M), M∞(−1) and (M′η′

0′
)I
′
0′ = H1

c (A, j∗M). In particular, M′ is

tamely ramified at 0′ so that I ′0′ acts on M′η′
0′

through a topologically finitely generated quotient hence

( [CHT17b, 4.4.2]) H1
c (A, j∗M) = (M′η′

0′
)I
′
0′ . So, one has to show that (j′0′∗M′)0′ = (M′η′

0′
)I
′
0′ is of

ι-weights ≤ 1. The end of the proof decomposes as follows:
- Show that M′ is a direct factor of a ι-real sheaf N ′ in C(X ′0,Qu). Then, since M′ is irreducible, 6.2.4

implies that M′ is ι-pure of some weight w′.
- By (the remark after) 5.3.2.4, M∞(−1) is then ι-pure of weight w′ + 1.
- On the other hand, by 5.2 applied to M and M∨, M∞ is (u, ι)-pure of weight 0. Hence w′ = 1.
- The conclusion then follows from 5.2 applied to M′.

It remains to exhibit the (u, ι)-real sheaf N ′. By construction Tψ(j0∗M[1]) is a direct factor of

Tψ(j0∗(M⊕M∨)[1])⊕ Tψ−1(j0∗(M⊕M∨)[1])

which, by 8.1.2, is of the form j′0∗N ′[1] for some N ′ ∈ Stu(X ′0,F). Let x′0 ∈ |X ′0| then, by proper base
change,

N ′x′ = H1
c (A, j∗(M⊕M∨)⊗ L(ψ

x′0
))⊕H1

c (A, j∗(M⊕M∨)⊗ L(ψ−1
x′0

)).

By definition of type 3, H0
c (A, j∗M⊗L(ψ

x′0
)) = H2

c (A, j∗M⊗L(ψ
x′0

)) = 0 hence, by 3.5.1 and (8.1.1.1),

the characteristic polynomial of ϕx′0 acting onH1
c (A, j∗(M⊗L(ψ

x′0
))⊗Qu is

∏
x0∈|A0k(x′0)

| Lx0(j∗M, ψ(x0x
′
0)T ).

As a result,

Lx′0(N ′, T ) =
∏

x0∈|A0k(x′0)
|

Lx0(j∗(M⊕M∨), ψ(x0x
′
0)T )−1Lx0(j∗(M⊕M∨), ψ(x0x

′
0)−1T )−1.

So the conclusion follows from 5.3.2.5 (and the fact that ψ(x0x
′
0) are roots of unity).

Part 3. Applications ‘à la Weil II’

Fix u ∈ U and an isomorphism ι : Qu→̃C. Let X0 be a smooth variety over k0.
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9. Purity for smooth proper varieties

The main result of this section is the ultraproduct variant 9.1 of the purity statement [D80, Cor. 3.3.6].
In [D80], this is an almost straightforward consequence of [D80, Thm. (3.3.1)] (‘the’ main theorem of
Weil II). Since we do not have a suitable ultraproduct variant of [D80, Thm. (3.3.1)], we use Lefschetz
pencils in the spirit of [D74] and argue by induction on the dimension of X0 to reduce to the case of
curves, which is settled by 1.2.4.

9.1. Theorem. Assume X0 is proper over k0 and let M be in C(X0,Qu) and ι-pure of weight w. Then
H i(X,M) is ι-pure of weight w + i, i ≥ 0.

9.2. Proof. By Poincaré duality, it is enough to show that H i(X,M) is of ι-weights ≤ w + i. By
alterations [dJ96] and cohomological descent [D74, §5], one may assume X0 is projective over k0. We
argue by induction on the dimension d of X0. If d = 0, there is nothing to prove and if d = 1, this
is Theorem 1.2.4 (plus Poincaré duality). So assume d ≥ 2. By the weak lefschetz theorem, Poincaré
duality and the induction hypothesis, it is enough to show that Hd(X,M) has ι-weights ≤ w+ d. Also,
one may replace k0 by a finite field extension.

9.2.1. Lefschetz pencils. See [SGA7, Exp. XVII], [D74, §4 , §5], [D80, (3.1)]. Fix a projective embed-
ding X ↪→ P and a pencil of hyperplanes (Ht)t∈A∨ containing a codimension 2 subspace A ⊂ P; it is
parametrized by a line A∨ ⊂ P∨. Set

X̃ := {(x, a) ∈ X ×A∨ | x ∈ Ha} ⊂ X ×A∨

and let π : X̃ → X, f : X̃ → A∨ denote the first and second projections respectively. One may choose
X ↪→ P, (Ht)t∈A∨ so that

- A is transverse to X hence X̃ is smooth and π : X̃ → X is the blowing up along the closed subscheme
A×P X ↪→ X;

- There exists a finite set T ⊂ A∨ and for every t ∈ T a single point xt ∈ X̃t such that f : X̃ → A∨ is
smooth outside the xt, t ∈ T ;

- For t ∈ T , xt is an ordinary quadratic point of X̃t.

Write j : U := A∨ \ T ↪→ A∨. After possibly replacing k0 by a finite field extension, one may assume
that all the arrows are defined over k0 and all points in the exceptional locus T0 ↪→ A∨0 are k0-rational.
Use a subscript −0 to refer to the structure of k0-scheme.

9.2.2. Let M ∈ Stu(X0,F) be a representative of M. By the cohomology of blowing-up (and the flat-

ness of F � Qu), one has a π1(k0)-equivariant (split) embedding Hd(X,M) ↪→ Hd(X̃, π∗M) hence

it is enough to prove the assertion for M̃ := π∗0M on X̃0. From the Leray spectral sequence Ep,q2 =

Hp(A∨, Rqf∗M̃)⇒ Hp+q(X̃,M̃) it is enough to show H(q) below for q = 0, 1, 2.

H(q) Hq(A∨, Rd−qf∗M̃) is of finite rank and of ι-weights ≤ w + d

Fix t0 ∈ T0. Let η0t0 be the generic point of A∨0(t0), ηt a geometric generic point over η0t0 and t the

resulting geometric point over t0. Write It := π1(U(t))(= ker(π1(η0t0) � π1(A∨0(t0)) ' π1(t0))) for the

inertia group at t. The proper base change and formalism of vanishing cycles yields a π1(η0t0)-equivariant
long exact sequence

(S.1) · · · → (Rif∗M̃)t → (Rif∗M̃)ηt → H i(Xt, RΦf (M̃))→ · · · ,

Since M̃ is lcc on X̃0, RΦf (M̃) = M̃xt⊗RΦf (F ). Since xt is an isolated quadratic singularity, RΦf (F ) is

concentrated on xt and one has explicitly [SGA7, Exp.XV]RqΦf (F )xt = 0 if q 6= d−1 andRd−1Φf (F )xt =

F(m − (d − 1)), where d − 1 = 2m or d − 1 = 2m + 1 according to whether d − 1 is even or odd. As a
result, (S.1) boils down to a 5-terms π1(η0t0)-equivariant exact sequence

(S.2) 0→ (Rd−1f∗M̃)t → (Rd−1f∗M̃)ηt → M̃xt(m− (d− 1))→ (Rdf∗M̃)t → (Rdf∗M̃)ηt → 0,

Furthermore, the action of It on M̃xt(m− (d− 1)), which is given by the variation - [SGA7, XV, Thm.
3.4], factors through its tame quotient unless possibly if p = 2 and d−1 = 2m, in which case the variation

involves a quadratic character εxt : It → ±1, which depends only on xt. This already shows that Rif0∗M̃
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is almost u-tame on A∨0 for i 6= d − 1, d and that j∗0R
if0∗M̃ is almost u-tame on U0 for i = d, d − 1 (it

is even unipotent unless p = 2 and d− 1 = 2m, where it becomes unipotent after U0 is replaced by the
étale cover trivializing the finitely many quadratic characters εxt , t ∈ T ).

By proper-base change and the induction hypothesis, j∗0R
if0∗M̃ ∈ Stu(U0,F) is (u, ι)-pure of weight w+i,

i ≥ 0.

9.2.3. Proof of H(1). Since j∗0R
d−1f∗M̃ ∈ Stu(U0,F) is (u, ι)-pure of weight w+ d− 1, H(1) follows from

1.2.4 and 4.2.1.

Fix a geometric point a lying over a closed point a0 ∈ U0.

9.2.4. Proof of H(2). One has canonical π1(k0)-equivariant isomorphims

H2(A∨, Rd−2f∗M̃)⊗Qu

(1)
' H2

c (U,Rd−2f∗M̃)⊗Qu

(2)
' ((j∗Rd−2f∗M̃)a)π1(U)(−1)

(3)
' Hd−2(X̃a,M̃)π1(U)(−1),

where (1) is by birational invariance of H2
c for curves - 4.2.1, (2) follows from the fact that j∗0R

d−2f0∗F̃ is
in Stu(U0,F) and 4.2.1, and (3) is by proper-base change. So H(2) follows from the induction hypothesis.

9.2.5. Proof of H(0). One has an exact sequence

0→
⊕
t0∈T0

H0
{t}(A

∨, Rdf∗M̃)→ H0(A∨, Rdf∗M̃)→ H0(U,Rdf∗M̃).

- By proper base change, H0(U,Rdf∗M̃) = Hd(X̃a,M̃)π1(U,a), which is of finite u-rank and of (u, ι)-
weights w + d by induction hypothesis.

- By excision,

H0
{t}(A

∨, Rdf∗M̃) ' H0
{t}(A

∨
(t), R

df∗M̃) = ker(H0(A∨(t), R
df∗M̃)→ H0(ηt0 , R

df∗M̃))

hence, from (S.2), M̃xt(m−(d−1)) surjects π1(k0) = π1(t0)-equivariantly onto H0
{t}(A

∨, Rdf∗M̃). This

shows that
⊕

t0∈T0 H
0
{t}(A

∨, Rdf∗M̃) is of finite u-rank and of (u, ι)-weights w + d (if d− 1 = 2m+ 1)

or w + d− 1 (if d− 1 = 2m).

10. Extensions

This section gives applications of 1.2.4 which parallel to some extent those of [D80, 3.4]. Namely, one gets
the semi simplicity statement 10.3 corresponding to [D80, (3.4.1) (iii)] and the analogue of [D80, (3.4.1)
(i), (ii)] but, at this stage, only for ι-mixed lcc Qu-sheaf. This is used to prove the Cebotarev density
theorem 10.5. We will see later (Corollary 15.1.2) that every lcc Qu-sheaf is actually ι-mixed.

10.1. Lemma. Let M∈ C(X0,Qu) be ι-pure of weight w. Then H1(X,M) has ι-weights in w + Z≥1.

Proof. Assume first X0 is a curve. If X0 is proper, the assertion follows directly from 1.2.4. If X0 is
affine, fix a smooth compactification j0 : X0 ↪→ X0. By Poincaré duality, it is enough to show that
H1
c (X,M) has ι-weights in w + Z≤1. This follows from the π1(k0)-equivariant exact sequence⊕

x0∈|X0\X0|

(j∗M)x → H1
c (X,M)→ H1(X, j∗M),

since, by the corollary of Theorem 1.2.4, the right-hand side is ι-pure of weight w+ 1 and by 5.3.2.4, the
left-hand side has ι-weights in w + Z≤0. Assume now X0 has dimension ≥ 2. Let M ∈ Stu(X0,F) be a
representative ofM. If U0 ⊂ X0 is a non-empty open subset, H1(X,M) injects into H1(U,M) hence, by
flatness of F � Qu, H

1(X,M) injects into H1(U,M). So one may assume X0 is quasi-projective. Up to
replacing L by a subset in u, one may assume there exists a connected étale cover X ′0 → X0 such that for
every ` ∈ L, X ′0 → X0 is Galois of degree prime-to-` and for every geometric point x on X ′0 the action of
π1(X ′0) onM`,x factors through π1(X ′0) � πt1(X ′0). From [Appendix, Thm. 1.2.1], there exists a smooth,
separated and geometrically connected curve C0 over k0 and a morphism C0 → X ′0 inducing a surjective
morphism π1(C) � πt1(X ′). As a result, for every a geometric point x on C (inducing geometric points
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again denoted by x on X ′, X) over a closed point x0 ∈ C0 one gets a canonical π1(x0)-equivariant
sequence

H1(π1(X),M`,x) �
� // H1(π1(X ′),M`,x) H1(πt1(X ′),M`,x) �

� //'oo H1(π1(C),F`,x)

The second and third arrows are injective since they are inflation morphisms. The first arrow is in-
jective since X ′0 → X0 is of degree prime-to-`. The cokernel of the second arrow is contained in
HomGrp(K(X ′)ab,M`,x), where K(X ′) := ker(π1(X ′) � πt1(X ′)). But K(X ′, x′) is generated by el-
ements of pro-p orders (here we use the description of πt1(X ′) in terms of divisor-tameness) while ` 6= p
so that HomGrp(K(X ′)ab,F`,x) = 0. This yields, by flatness of F � Qu, a canonical π1(x0)-equivariant
embedding H1(X,M) ↪→ H1(C,M) and the conclusion follows from the case of curves. �

10.2. For every M′,M′′ ∈ Stu(X0,F) one has an exact sequence of F-modules (See [D80, Lem. 3.4.2])

0→ H0(X,M′′∨ ⊗M′)ϕ → Ext1X0
(M′′,M′)→ Ext1X(M′′,M′)ϕ

hence, by flatness of F � Qu and [CHT17b, 4.4.1, 4.4.2], an exact sequence of Qu-modules

0→ H0(X,M′′∨ ⊗M′)ϕ → Ext1X0
(M′′,M′)⊗Qu → (Ext1X(M′′,M′)⊗Qu)

ϕ.

Corollary. Let M′,M′′ ∈ Stu(X0,F) be (u, ι)-pure of weights w′ and w′′ respectively.
- (10.2.1) If w′−w′′ /∈ Z<0 then (Ext1X(M′′,M′)⊗Qu)

ϕ = 0 (equivalently, the set of primes ` ∈ L such
that Ext1X(M′′` ,M′`)ϕ = 0 is in u);

- (10.2.2) If w′−w′′ /∈ Z≤0 then (Ext1X0
(M′′,M′)⊗Qu)

ϕ = 0 (equivalently, the set of primes ` ∈ L such

that Ext1X0
(M′′` ,M′`)ϕ = 0 is in u)

Proof. (See [D80, Lem. (3.4.2), 3), 4)]) (10.2.1) follows from 10.1 and the observation that H1(X,M′′∨⊗
M′) = Ext1X(M′′,M′) ⊗ Qu. (10.2.2) follows from (10.2.1) provided H0(X,M′′∨ ⊗M′)ϕ = 0. But

H0(X,M′′∨ ⊗M′)ϕ = 0 unless 0 is a ι-weight of M′′∨ ⊗M′. �

10.3. Geometric semisimplicity. Let M∈ Stu(X0,F). Fix a geometric point x on X0 and
write G(M) ⊂ GL(Mx) for the Zariski-closure of the image of π1(X) acting on Mx. Then

Corollary. If M is ι-pure of weight w, the set of all ` ∈ L such that M`|X is semisimple is in u. In
particular, Mx is a semisimple π1(X,x)-module and (the neutral component of) G(M) is semisimple.

Proof. (See [D80, (3.4.1) (iii)]) For ` ∈ L, letM′` ⊂M`|X denote the largest semisimple lcc subsheaf. As
F ′`,x ⊂M`,x is stable under the action of π1(X0, x), the inclusion M′` ⊂M`|X descends to an inclusion

M′` ⊂ M` of sheaves over X0 so that the first part of the assertion follows from (10.2.1) applied to
M′ and M/M′, which are both in Stu(X0) and (u, ι)-pure of the same weight w. The last part of the
assertion follows from the first part and 6.1.3. �

10.4. Weight decomposition and filtration for ι-mixed lcc Qu-sheaves. One says that M ∈
C(X0,Qu) is ι-mixed if it admits an increasing filtration F•M in C(X0,Qu) such that GrFi (M) is ι-pure,
i ∈ Z.

Corollary. Assume M∈ C(X0,Qu) is ι-mixed. Then,
- (10.4.1) M admits a decomposition - automatically unique and functorial, M = ⊕a∈R/ZM(a) in

C(X0,Qu) with M(a) of ι-weights in a+ Z.
- (10.4.2) If the ι-weights of the GrFi (M), i ∈ Z are all in Z, M admits an increasing filtration -

automatically unique and functorial, W•M in C(X0,Qu) with GrWi M ι-pure of weight i, i ∈ Z.

Proof. (See [D80, Thm. 3.4.1 (i), (ii)]). One argues exactly as in [D80, (3.4.6), (3.4.7)], using Corollary
10.2. �
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10.5. Cebotarev. One pathological feature of ultraproducts of finite fields is that their natural topology
(the quotient topology of the product of the discrete topologies) is not separated. So it is unclear whether
the näıve analogue of the Cebotarev theorem holds. However, mimicking an argument of Tsuzuki for
overconvergent F-isocrystals (see e.g. [A18a, Prop. A.4.1]), one has the following weak form, which will
be enough for our applications.

Corollary. Let M,M′ ∈ C(X0,Qu) be ι-mixed and semisimple. If for every closed point x0 ∈ |X0| and
geometric point x over x0, the set of eigenvalues of ϕx0 acting on Mx,M′x are the same then M'M′ .

Proof. One may freely replace X0 by a non-empty open subscheme hence assume X0 is quasi-projective.
By [Appendix, Thm. 1.2.1], one may assume X0 is a curve. From (10.4.1) one may assume the ι-weights
of M,M′ are all in a + Z for some a ∈ R. Up to twisting, one may assume a = 0. By (10.4.2), one
may then assume that M,M′ are ι-pure of the same weight w ∈ Z. Let E ⊂ M be an irreducible
lcc Qu-subsheaf. By assumption, for every x0 ∈ |X0|, Lx0(E∨ ⊗M, T ) = Lx0(E∨ ⊗M′, T ) so that, by
Theorem 3.5.1, χ(E∨ ⊗M, T ) = χ(E∨ ⊗M′, T ). By 1.2.4, this ensures det(1 − Tϕ|H2

c (X, E∨ ⊗M)) =
det(1 − Tϕ|H2

c (X, E∨ ⊗ M′)). In particular, the multiplicities of 1 as an eigenvalue of ϕ acting on
H2
c (X, E∨⊗M)(1) ' (E∨⊗M)x π1(X) and acting on H2

c (X, E∨⊗M′)(1) ' (E∨⊗M′)x π1(X) are the same.
But since Mx (resp. M′x) is a semisimple π1(X0)-module, the multiplicity of 1 is also the dimension

of the ϕ-invariant subspace of (E∨ ⊗ M)x π1(X) ' (E∨ ⊗ M)x
π1(X,x) (resp. of (E∨ ⊗ M′)x π1(X) '

(E∨⊗M′)x π1(X)). In other words, the dimensions of (E∨⊗M)x
π1(X0) and of (E∨⊗M′)x π1(X0) are the

same, that is the multiplicities of Ex as a π1(X0)-submodule of Mx and of M′x coincide. �

Part 4. Compatible families

Let X0 be a smooth geometrically connected variety of dimension d over k0.

Fix embeddings j† : Q ↪→ Q† and a family of isomorphisms ι† : Q†→̃C, † ∈ L ∪ U Q-compatible in the

sense that ι† ◦ j† : Q ↪→ C is independent of † ∈ L ∪ U .

11. Compatible families

For ` ∈ L, let C(X0,Q`) denote the category of lcc Q`-sheaves on X0. For F` ∈ C(X0,Q`) an integral
model of F` is a torsion-free lcc Z`-sheaf H` such that H` ⊗ Q` = F`, where Z` denotes the ring of
integers of a finite field extension of Q` in Q`. For such a Z`, we write λ` ∈ Z` for a uniformizer and
F` := Z`/λ` for the residue field.

11.1. Definitions. For † ∈ L ∪ U , one says that a lcc Q†-sheaf C on X0 is algebraic (resp. finite

algebraic) if its field of coefficients i.e. the Q-subextension QC ⊂ Q† generated by the coefficients of the
χx0(C, T ) := det(1− Tϕx0 |Cx), x0 ∈ |X0| is algebraic (resp. a number field). For a subset T ⊂ L ∪ U , a
compatible family of lcc Q†-sheaves on X0 is a family C := C†, † ∈ T of finite algebraic lcc Q†-sheaves
such that for every x0 ∈ |X0|, χx0(C, T ) := χx0(C†, T ) is independent of † ∈ T . Write QC for the common

field of coefficients of the C†, † ∈ T . Let Lx0(C, T ) := χx0(C, T deg(x0))−1 denote the local L-factor at
x0 ∈ |X0| and, for i ≥ 0, set

P i(C†, T ) := det(1− Tϕ|H i(X, C†)), P ic(C†, T ) := det(1− Tϕ|H i
c(X, C†)), † ∈ T .

By the trace formula ( [D80, (1.4.5.1)], 3.5.1)

L(C, T ) := L(C†, T ) =
∏

x0∈|X0|

Lx0(C†, T ) =
∏
i≥0

P ic(C†, T )(−1)i+1
=: χ(C†, T ) =: χ(C, T )

is then in QC(T ) and independent of † as well. One says that C is ι-pure of weight w ∈ R if C† is ι†-pure
of weight w, † ∈ T and that C is semisimple if C† is, † ∈ LT .

The common rank of the C†, † ∈ T is called the rank of C.
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11.2. Uniformity principle. One important feature of the results we are going to prove is that they
hold for compatible families of lcc Q`-sheaves indexed by arbitrary infinite sets L of primes 6= p (actually,
we may allow repetitions of each primes in L provided the number of distinct primes ` is infinite) and
arbitrary choices of integral models H`, ` ∈ L; this will imply automatically that they are uniform in the
choice of the integral models. More precisely, let PQ (resp. PZ) be a property of lcc Q`-sheaves (resp.

of lcc Z`-sheaves) on X0. Consider

(P) For every infinite set L of primes 6= p and compatible family F = F`, ` ∈ L of lcc Q`- sheaves
such that F` has PQ, ` ∈ L, every system H = H`, ` ∈ L of integral models, H` has PZ for `� 0
(depending a priori on H).

(UP) For every infinite set L of primes 6= p and compatible family F = F`, ` ∈ L of lcc Q`-sheaves such
that F` has PQ, ` ∈ L, for `� 0 (depending only on F) every integral model H` of F` has PZ .

Lemma. (P) ⇒ (UP).

Proof. Otherwise, there would exists an infinite subset L′ ⊂ L and for every ` ∈ L′ an integral model H`
of F` such that PZ fails for H`, contradicting (11.2.1) for the compatible family F`, ` ∈ L′. �

11.3. Let F := F`, ` ∈ L be a rank-r compatible family of lcc Q`-sheaves. For every ` ∈ L and Z`-model
H` of F` write M` := H` ⊗Z` F`. Then,

Lemma. For every u ∈ U , M∈ Stu(X0,F) and the family C := C†, † ∈ L∪U defined by C` := F`, ` ∈ L,

Cu :=Mu, u ∈ U is a compatible family of lcc Q†-sheaves on X0.

Proof. The second part of the assertion follows from the definition of M. We prove the first part of
the assertion, fix ` ∈ L and a geometric point x on X0. Since GL(H`,x) is almost pro-`, after possibly
replacing X0 by a connected étale cover, one may assume M`|X0 is constant. Fix a smooth connected
curve C over k with a non-constant morphism C → X which, after possibly replacing k0 by a finite field
extension, can be assumed to be defined and geometrically connected over k0. Since M`|C0 is constant,
H`|C0 is tamely ramified. One has to show that H`′ |C0 is tamely ramified as well for every `′ ∈ L. By
the Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich formula, it is enough to show that the Euler-Poincaré characteristics
for compact support cohomology of F` and F`′ coincide. But these are the orders of the pole at ∞ of
χ(F`, T ) and χ(F`′ , T ) respectively. So the conclusion follows from the compatibility assumption and
the trace formula. �

In particular, χ(C, T ) := χ(C†, T ) is independent of † ∈ L ∪ U (see 11.1).

12. Integral models

From now on and till Subsection 12.3 fix a rank-r compatible family F := F`, ` ∈ L of lcc Q`-sheaves
on X0, ι-pure of weight w ∈ R. For the extension of the statements to more general (in particular
semisimple) compatible families, see Subsection 12.4.1. We retain the notation of Subsection 11.3.

12.1. Torsion freeness.

12.1.1. Lemma. Assume X0 is proper over k0 or X0 is a curve. Then for every i ≥ 0 and ? = ∅, c
P i?(C†, T ) is in Q[T ] and independent of † ∈ L ∪ U .

Proof. By Poincaré duality, the assertion for ? = ∅ follows from the one for ? = c. The assertion for
P ic(C†, T ) follows from the facts that χ(C, T ) := χ(C†, T ) is independent of † ∈ L ∪ U (Lemma 11.3), and
that
- if X0 is proper over k0, H i

c(X, C†) is ι†-pure of weight w + i ( [D80, Cor. (3.3.6)], 9.1);
- if X0 is an affine curve, H0

c (X, C†) = 0, H1
c (X, C†) is of ι†-weights < w + 2 ( [D80, Cor (2.2.10)], 1.2.4)

and H2
c (X, C†) = C†,x π1(X)(−1) is of ι†-weights w + 2. �
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12.1.2. Corollary.
- (12.1.2.1) Assume X0 is proper over k0 or X0 is a curve. Then for ? = ∅, c and every i ≥ 0 there exists
bi? ∈ Z≥0 such that for `� 0 and every integral model H` of F`, bi? = dimH i

?(X,M`) = dimH i
?(X,F`).

In particular, H i
?(X,H`) is torsion-free and H i

?(X,H`)⊗ F` = H i
?(X,M`).

- (12.1.2.2) For `� 0 and every Z`-model H` of F`, there exists b0 ∈ Z≥0 such that b0 = dimH0(X,M`) =
dimH0(X,F`). In particular, H1(X,H`) is torsion-free and H0(X,H`)⊗ F` = H0(X,M`).

- (12.1.2.3) For `� 0 and every Z`-model H` of F`, there exists b2dc ∈ Z≥0 such that b2dc = dimH2d
c (X,M`) =

dimH2d
c (X,F`). In particular, H2d

c (X,H`) is torsion-free and H2d
c (X,H`)⊗ F` = H2d

c (X,M`).

Proof. From 11.2, it is enough to prove 12.1.2 for ` � 0 depending possibly on H. The second part
of (12.1.2.1) follows from the first part and Lemma 12.1.3 below. By Poincaré duality the assertion for
? = ∅ follows from the one for ? = c so that one may assume ? = c. From 12.1.1, for every ` ∈ L and
u ∈ U , the Qu-dimension of H i

c(X,Mu) and the Q`-dimension of H i
c(X,F`) coincide; in particular, it is

independent of ` and u. So set

bic := dimH i
c(X,Mu) = dimH i

c(X,F`).

As bic := dimH i
c(X,Mu) for every u ∈ U , one also has bic = dimH i

c(X,M`) for ` � 0. This shows the
first part of (12.1.2.1) when X0 is proper over k0 or a curve. For (12.1.2.2), the case where X0 is a curve
is already settled by (12.1.2.1). So assume X0 has dimension ≥ 2. From the proof of 11.3, there exist a
connected étale cover X ′0 → X0 such that F`|X′0 is tame for every ` ∈ L. So the first part of (12.1.2.2)

follows from the case where X0 is a curve, [Appendix, Thm. 1.2.1] and the description of H0 in terms
of π1(X,x)-invariants. Assertion (12.1.2.3) follows from (12.1.2.2) and Poincaré duality. �

12.1.3. Lemma. For ? = ∅, c and every i ≥ 0, H i
?(X,H`) ⊗ F` = H i

?(X,M`) ⇔ H i+1
? (X,H`)[λ`] = 0

and Hj
?(X,H`)[λ`] = 0, j = i, i+ 1⇔ dimH i

?(X,F`) = dimH i
?(X,M`).

Proof. Combine the short exact sequences 0 → H i
?(X,H`) ⊗ F` → H i

?(X,M`) → H i+1
? (X,H`)[λ`] → 0

and the equalities dim(H i
?(X,H`)⊗ F`) = dimH i

?(X,F`) + dimH i
?(X,H`)[λ`], i ≥ 0. �

12.1.4. Corollary. For every † ∈ L∪U , P 0(C†, T ), P 2d
c (C†, T ) are in Q[T ] and independent of † ∈ L∪U .

Proof. The assertions follow from (12.1.2.2), (12.1.2.3) except for the fact that the polynomials are in
Q[T ]. From [D80, Cor. (3.3.4), (3.3.5)], P 2d

c (F`, T ) is in Q[T ] since its roots are the poles of weight

w + 2d of χ(F`, T ). By Poincaré duality, P 0(F`, T ) = |k0|−b
2d
c P 2d

c (F`, |k0|T ) is also in Q[T ]. �

12.1.5. One expects (12.1.2.1) holds for arbitrary smooth varieties X0 over k0. One can at least extend
(12.1.2.1) to the total space of smooth proper families over curves.

Corollary. Assume there exists a smooth proper morphism f0 : X0 → X0 with S0 a smooth curve over
k0. Then for every i ≥ 0 and ? = ∅, c, P ic(C†, T ) is in Q[T ] and independent of † ∈ L ∪ U . Furthermore,
there exists bi? ∈ Z≥0 such that for ` � 0 and every integral model H` of F`, bi? = dimH i

?(X,M`) =
dimH i

?(X,F`). In particular, H i
?(X,H`) is torsion-free and H i

?(X,H`)⊗ F` = H i
?(X,M`).

Proof. If S0 is proper over k0, so is X0 and the assertion is already settled. So we may assume S0 is
affine. We first prove the second part of the assertion for ? = ∅. Consider the Leray spectral sequence

Ep,q2 = Hp(S,Rqf∗H`)⇒ Hp+q(X,H`), Ep,q2 = Hp(S,Rqf∗M`)⇒ Hp+q(X,M`).

Since S0 is an affine curve over k0, Ep,q2 = 0 unless p = 0, 1. In particular, one gets morphisms of short
exact sequences

(12.1.5.1) 0 // H1(S,Ri−1f∗H`) //

��

H i(X,H`) //

��

H0(S,Rif∗H`) //

��

0,

0 // H1(S,Ri−1f∗M`) // H i(X,M`) // H0(S,Rif∗M`) // 0

i ≥ 0.

By smooth proper base change and [D80, (3.3.6)], Rif∗F`, ` ∈ L is again a compatible families of lcc Q`-
sheaves on S0, ι-pure of weight w+i ∈ R. From (12.1.2.1) when X0 is proper over k0, up to replacing L by
a cofinite subset, one may assume that for every i ≥ 0 and ` ∈ L, Rif∗H` is torsion free - hence an integral
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model of Rif∗F` - and (Rif∗H`) ⊗ F` = Rif∗M`. In particular H0(S,Rif∗H`) = H i(Yx,H`)π1(X,x) is
torsion free as well with H0(S,Rif∗H`)⊗ F` = H0(S,Rif∗M`) and (12.1.5.1) induces

(12.1.5.2) 0 // H1(S,Ri−1f∗H`)⊗ F` //

��

H i(X,H`)⊗ F` //

��

H0(S,Rif∗H`)⊗ F` //

��

0,

0 // H1(S,Ri−1f∗M`) // H i(X,M`) // H0(S,Rif∗M`) // 0

i ≥ 0.

Also, from (12.1.2.1) applied toRi−1f∗H` over S0, up to replacing again L by a cofinite subset, H1(S,Ri−1f∗H`)
is torsion-free with H1(S,Ri−1f∗H`) ⊗ F` = H i(S,Ri−1f∗M`). As a result, (12.1.5.2) implies that for
every i ≥ 0 and `� 0, H i(X,H`) is torsion-free and H i(X,H`)⊗F` = H i(X,M`). Furthermore, for ev-
ery u ∈ U , P i(Mu, T ) = P i(F`, T ) = P 1(Ri−1f∗F`, T )P 0(Rif∗F`, T ). But from 12.1.1, P 1(Ri−1f∗F`, T ),
P 0(Rif∗F`, T ) are in Q[T ] and independent of `. This concludes the proof for ? = ∅. But then, by
Poincaré duality, for every i ≥ 0, P ic(C†, T ) is also in Q[T ] and independent of † ∈ L ∪ U , from which
one deduces that for ` � 0, dimH i

c(X,M`) = dimH i
c(X,F`) hence, by Lemma 12.1.3, that H i

c(X,H`)
is torsion-free and H i

c(X,H`)⊗ F` = H i
c(X,M`). �

12.1.6. Corollary. Assume X0 is a curve and let j0 : U0 ↪→ X0 be its smooth compactification. Then
for every geometric point x over x0 ∈ X0 \ X0, for ` � 0 and every integral model H` of F` one has
(j∗H`,x)Ix ⊗ F` = (j∗M`)x

Ix.

Proof. Fix `� 0 so that for every integral model H` of F`, H i
?(X,H`) is torsion-free, i = 0, 1, 2, ? = ∅, c

(12.1.2.1). The assertion then follows from the following diagram of exact sequences

0 // H0(X,H`) //

��

⊕
x0∈X0\X0

(j∗H`)x Ix //

��

H1
c (X,H`) //

��

H1(X, j∗H`) //

��

0

0 // H0(X,M`) //
⊕

x0∈X0\X0

(j∗M`)x
Ix // H1

c (X,M`) // H1(X, j∗M`) // 0

and the fact that the first, third and fourth vertical arrows are surjective by our choice of ` (for the
fourth one, recall that H2(X, j∗H`) ' H2

c (X,H`)). �

12.2. Residual semisimplicity and irreducibility.

Corollary. For `� 0 and every Z`-model H` of F`,
- (12.2.1) (i) M`|X is semisimple;

(ii) If F is semisimple, M` is semisimple;

- (12.2.2) For every geometric point x on X0, (i) H`,x π1(X,x) ⊗ F` 'M`,x
π1(X,x);

(ii) If F is semisimple, H`,x π1(X0,x) ⊗ F` 'M`,x
π1(X0,x);

- (12.2.3) If F`|X (resp. F`) is irreducible then M` ⊗ F`|X (resp. M` ⊗ F`) is irreducible.

Proof. Fix a geometric point x on X0. From 11.2, it is enough to prove 12.2 for `� 0 depending possibly
on H. From 10.3 (and 11.3), for every u ∈ U ,Mu,x is a semisimple π1(X,x)-module so (12.2.1) (i) follows
from [CHT17b, 4.4.5]. (12.2.2) (i) is a reformulation of (12.1.2.2). Assume `� 0 so that the conclusions
of 12.1.2 hold. If F is semisimple, for every ` ∈ L, u ∈ U , one has

dim(H`,x π1(X0,x) ⊗ F`)
(1)
= order of |k|−d/2 as a root of P 2d

c (F`, T )
(2)
= order of |k|−d/2 as a root of P 2d

c (Mu, T )
(3)

≥ dimMu,x
π1(X0,x)

(4)
= dim(Mx

π1(X0,x) ⊗Qu)
(5)

≥dim(H`,x π1(X0,x) ⊗ F`).

Equality (1) follows from the fact that dim(H`,x π1(X0,x) ⊗ F`)=dim(F`,x π1(X0,x)) and that, by Poincaré

duality and the semisimplicity of F`|X , H2d
c (X,F`) ' F`,x π1(X,x)(−d) π1(k0)-equivariantly. Equality (2)

is 12.1.4. Inequality (3) follows again from the fact that by Poincaré duality and the semisimplicity
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of the action of π1(X,x) on Mx,u|X , H2d
c (X,Mu) ' (Mπ1(X,x)

x (−d)) ⊗ Qu

(6)
' Mu,x

π1(X,x)(−d) π1(k0)-
equivariantly. The isomorphism (6) and equality (4) follow from [CHT17b, 4.4.2] and the fact that
π1(X,x) - hence π1(X0, x) - act on Mx through a topologically finitely generated quotient. Inequality

(5) follows from the fact that dim(Hl,x
π1(X0,x) ⊗ Fl) (which is independent of l ∈ L by (1)) is always

≤ dim(Hl
π1(X0,x)). This shows that dim(H`,x π1(X0,x) ⊗ F`) = dim(Mx

π1(X0,x) ⊗ Qu) for every ` ∈ L,
u ∈ U , whence (12.2.2) (ii). To prove (12.2.1) (ii), by [CHT17a, Lem. 10.1.1], up to replacing F by a

compatible family of the form
∧aF`, ` ∈ L for some a ≥ 1, it is enough to show that M`,x

π1(X0,x) ↪→
M`,x splits π1(X0, x)-equivariantly for ` � 0. One can then argue exactly as in [CHT17a, §10.2],
observing that [CHT17a, Fact 3.1] is tautological in our setting, that [CHT17a, (6.3)] is (12.2.2) and

that H1(π1(X0, x),M`,x
π1(X0,x) ⊗ (M`,x/M`,x

π1(X0,x))∨)[λ`] = 0 follows from (12.2.2) applied to the

compatible family F triv` ⊗ (F`/F triv` )∨, ` ∈ L, where F triv` ⊂ F` is the largest trivial lcc Q` subsheaf

(that is the one corresponding to the π1(X0, x)-submodule F`,x π1(X0,x) ⊂ F`,x). It remains to prove
(12.2.3). If F`|X (resp. F`) is irreducible then for every finite field extension Q′` of Q` with ring of

integers Z ′` and residue field F ′`, (H`,xZ′` ⊗ H
∨
`,xZ′`

)π1(X,x) (resp. (H`,xZ′` ⊗ H
∨
`,xZ′`

)π1(X0,x)) has Z ′`-rank

1 hence from (12.2.2) (applied to the compatible family F` ⊗ F∨` , ` ∈ L, which is ι-pure of weight 0)

(M`,xF ′`
⊗M∨`,xF ′`)

π1(X,x) (resp. (M`,xF ′`
⊗M∨`,xF ′`)

π1(X0,x)) has F ′`-rank 1 as well. SinceM`⊗F ′`|X (resp.

M` ⊗ F ′`) is semisimple by (12.2.1), this ensures M` ⊗ F ′`|X (resp. M` ⊗ F ′`) is irreducible. �

12.3. Unicity of integral models.

Corollary. For ` � 0, every Z`-models H`,H′` of F` are isomorphic over X and if F is semisimple,
every Z`-models H`,H′` of F` are isomorphic.

In particular, (resp. if F is semisimple) for ` � 0, the isomorphism class of M`|X (resp. M`) depends
only on F` and not on H`.

Proof. Consider the compatible family E := E` := F` ⊗F∨` , ` ∈ L; by construction it is ι-pure of weight
0. Assume ` � 0 so that (12.2.1) (i), (12.2.2) (i) hold for every integral models of both F` and E`. Let

H`, H′` be Z`-models of F`. Then H` ⊗H
′∨
` is a Z`-model of E`. In particular, by (12.2.2) (i), for every

geometric point x on X0 the reduction modulo λ` map induces a surjective morphism

(12.3.1) Homπ1(X,x)(H′`,x,H`,x) � Homπ1(X,x)(M′`,x,M`,x).

On the other hand, since M′`,x, M`,x are semisimple π1(X,x)-modules and have the same characteris-

tic polynomials (as π1(X0, x)-modules by Cebotarev so a fortiori as π1(X,x)-modules), there exists a
π1(X,x)-equivariant isomorphism φ : M′`,x→̃M`,x. By (12.3.1), φ lifts to φ ∈ Homπ1(X,x)(H′`,x,H`,x).
By Nakayama’s lemma, φ is an isomorphism. The proof of the arithmetic part of the assertion is exactly
similar, using (12.2.1) (ii), (12.2.2) (ii). �

12.4. Weight filtrations and weight components. Let F i := F`,i, ` ∈ L be a compatible family

of lcc Q`-sheaves on X0, ι-pure of weight wi, i = 1, . . . , s. The results of Subsections 12.1, 12.2 and
12.3 extend straightforwardly to the compatible family ⊕1≤i≤sF i. This observation applies to arbitrary

semisimple compatible families F := F`, ` ∈ L of lcc Q`-sheaves on X0. More precisely, every semisim-
ple compatible family F := F`, ` ∈ L of lcc Q`-sheaves on X0 can be written as a direct sum of ι-pure
compatible families. This is a consequence of Deligne’s companion conjecture [D80, Conj. (1.2.10)], now
a theorem - [L02], [D12], [Dr12].

Let F := F`, ` ∈ L be an arbitrary compatible family of lcc Q`-sheaves on X0.

12.4.1. Theorem. There exists a unique sequence of real numbers w1 < · · · < ws and for each i =
1, . . . , s, a compatible family F i = F`,i, ` ∈ L of (non-trivial) lcc Q`-sheaves on X0 (possibly with
QFi ⊃ QF) such that, for every ` ∈ L, 0 = F`,0 ⊂ F`,1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ F`,s = F` and Gri(F`) := F`,i/F`,i−1 is
ι`-pure of weight wi, i = 1, . . . , s.

Proof. From [D80, Conj. (1.2.10) (i)] and [D80, Thm. (1.3.8)], every lcc Q`-sheaf on X0 is ι`-mixed. From
[D80, (3.4.1) (i), (ii)], for every ` ∈ L there exists a unique sequence of real numbers w`,1 < · · · < w`,s`
and for each i = 1, . . . , s`, a filtration 0 = F`,0 ⊂ F`,1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ F`,s` = F` by lcc Q`-subsheaves such
that Gri(F`) := F`,i/F`,i−1 is ι`-pure of weight w`,i, i = 1, . . . , s`. By the compatibility assumption,
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s := s` and the sequence w1 := w`,1 < · · · < ws := w`,s` are independent of `, and for every x0 ∈ |X0|
χx0(F i, T ) = χx0(F`,i, T ) is in Q[T ] and independent of ` ∈ L. It remains to show that F`,i is finite
algebraic. For this, one may assume F`,i is semisimple. From [D80, Conj. (1.2.10) (i)] and [D80, Thm.

(1.3.8)], it can be written as F`,i = ⊕1≤j≤siI
(αi,j)
`,i,j with I`,i,j irreducible with finite determinant and

αi,j ∈ Q× while, from [D80, Conj. (1.2.10) (ii)], the field of coefficients of I`,i,j is a number field. �

12.4.2. Corollary. For every u ∈ U , Mu ∈ C(X0,Qu) is ιu-mixed.

12.4.3. We will use the compact notation F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fs = F and, if for every ` ∈ L the weight filtration
F`,1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ F`,s = F` splits that is, equivalently, F` is a direct sum of ι`-pure Q`-sheaves we will write
Gri(F) := F i+1/F i, F = ⊕1≤i≤sGri(F) and we will then say that F is the direct sum of its weight
components Gri(F), i = 1, . . . , s. This holds for instance if F is semisimple. Note also that if F is the
direct sum of its weight components (resp. semisimple, resp. ι-pure) then so is any compatible family
which is a sub quotient of F or is obtained from F by applying the usual linear algebra operations ⊕,
⊗, (−)∨.

12.4.4. Theorem. Assume F is semisimple. There exists a unique sequence of integers ν1, . . . , νs ≥ 1
and of pairwise non-isomorphic compatible families Ii, i = 1, . . . , s of irreducible lcc Q`-sheaves on X0

such that F ' ⊕1≤i≤sI⊕νii .

Proof. The unicity of the decomposition follows from the Cebotarev density theorem and the semi
simplicity of the F`, ` ∈ L. To show the existence, fix ` ∈ L. Since F` is semisimple, there exists a unique
sequence of integers ν1, . . . , νs ≥ 1 and of pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible lcc Q`-sheaves on X0, Ii,`,
i = 1, . . . , s such that F` ' ⊕1≤i≤sI⊕νii,` . From [D80, Thm. (1.3.8)], one can write Ii,` = Ĩ(αi)

i,` with Ĩi,`
irreducible with finite determinant and αi ∈ Q a l-unit for every l ∈ L. From [D80, Conj. (1.2.10) (v)], for

every l ∈ L, there exists a unique lcc Ql-sheaf Ĩi,l on X0 such that χx0(Ĩi,`, T ) = χx0(Ĩi,l, T ), x0 ∈ |X0|;
furthermore, Ĩi,l is automatically irreducible with finite determinant. Then F ′l := ⊕1≤i≤s(Ĩ(αi)

i,l )⊕νi is a

semisimple lcc Q`-sheaf on X0 such that χx0(Fl, T ) = χx0(F`, T ) = χx0(F ′l , T ), x0 ∈ |X0|. Hence Fl ' F ′l
and, by construction, the Ii = Ii,l := Ĩ(αi,`)

i,l , l ∈ L, i = 1, . . . , s have the requested property. �

12.4.5. In particular, 12.3 and (12.2.3) imply the following.

Corollary. Assume F is semisimple and let F ' ⊕1≤i≤sI⊕νii be its decomposition into a direct sum of
irreducible components (12.4.4). For ` � 0 and every integral model K`,i of I`,i, i = 1, . . . , s and H` of

F`, H` ' ⊕1≤i≤sK⊕νi`,i and H`⊗F` ' ⊕1≤i≤s(K`,i⊗F`)⊕νi is the decomposition of H`⊗F` into the direct

sum of its irreducible components.

Part 5. Langlands correspondance with ultraproduct coefficients

Let L denote the set of all primes 6= p. Let X0 be a smooth, connected variety over k0. Let Q denote
either Q†, † ∈ L ∪ U or F`, ` ∈ L and write Cr(X0, Q) for the set of isomorphism classes of rank-r lcc Q-
sheaves on X0 and Ir(X0, Q) ⊂ Cr(X0, Q) the subset of rank-r irreducible objects with finite determinant.

We usually write V = Vx for the π1(X0, x)-representation corresponding to V ∈ Cr(X0, Q) and sometimes
implicitly identify objects in Cr(X0, Q) with their attached π1(X0, x)-representation.

If η0 denotes the generic point of X0, write

Ir(η0, Q) := colimIr(U0, Q) ⊂ Cr(η0, Q) := colimCr(U0, Q),

where the colimits are over all non-empty open subschemes U0 ⊂ X0.
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13. Langlands correspondance

In this section, assume X0 is a smooth, projective, connected curve over k0. Write K0 := k0(η0) and

for x0 ∈ |X0|, let Kx0 denote the completion of K0 at x0, Ôx0 its ring of integers, Ix ⊂ Dx0 the inertia
and decomposition groups at x0 and Wx0 := Dx0 ×π1(k(x0)) ϕ

Z
x0 for the Weil group at x0. Let A denote

the ring of adèles of K0 and rec : A×/K×0 ↪→ π1(K0)ab the reciprocity morphism from global class-field
theory. Fix (See [Lau87, (3.1.3.6)])
- a non-zero differential form 0 6= ω ∈ ΩK0 . This defines a family of additive characters tx0 : Kx0 → Fp,
a 7→ trk(x0)|Fp(Res(awx0)), x0 ∈ |X0|;

- a non-trivial additive character ψ : Fp → Z×. This defines non-trivial additive characters ψ` := ψ :

Fp → Q×` , ψ` := ψ` ⊗ F` = ψ ⊗ F` : Fp → F×` , ψ =
∏
`∈L ψ` : Fp → F×, ψu := ψ ⊗Qu = ψ : Fp → Q×u .

These data (resp. and the residue formula) yield well-defined non-trivial additive characters ψx0 :=

ψ ◦ tx0 : Kx0 → Z×, ψ`,x0 := ψ` ◦ tx0 : Kx0 → Z×` (resp. ψ` =
∑

x0∈|X0| ψ`,x0 : A/K0 → Z×` ),

ψ`,x0 := ψ` ◦ tx0 : Kx0 → F×` (resp. ψ` =
∑

x0∈|X0| ψ`,x0 : A/K0 → F×` ), ψ
x0

=
∏
`∈L ψ`,x0 : Kx0 → F×

(resp. ψ =
∑

x0∈|X0| ψx0
: A/K0 → F×), ψu,x0 := ψ

x0
⊗ Qu : Kx0 → Q×u (resp. ψu =

∑
x0∈|X0| ψu,x0 :

A/K0 → Q×u ).

(See [D73, 6.1]). For every x0 ∈ |X0| let µx0 : Kx0 → Z[1
p ] denote the Haar measure on Kx0 normalized

by µx0(Ôx0) = 1. This defines Haar measures µ`,x0 := µx0 : Kx0 → Z`, µ`,x0 := µ`,x0 ⊗ F` = µ ⊗ F` :

Kx0 → F`, µx0 :=
∏
`∈L µ`,x0 : Kx0 → F, µu,x0 := µ

x0
⊗Qu = µx0 ⊗Qu : Kx0 → Qu.

13.1. L-factors and ε factors. For V ∈ Cr(η0, Q), let j0 : UV,0 ↪→ X0 be the largest open subscheme over

which V is unramified and V the corresponding π1(UV,0)-representation. If Q = Qu, fix V ∈ Stu(UV,0,F)
such that V = Vu and write V :=

∏
`∈L V` for the corresponding π1(UV,0)-representation so that V = Vu.

13.1.1. L-factors, L-functions and ε functions. Set

Lx0(V, T )(= Lx0(j0∗V, T )) := det(1− Tdeg(x0)ϕx0 |V Ix) ∈ Q[[T ]], x0 ∈ |X0|,

L(V, T )(= L(j0∗V, T )) :=
∏

x0∈|X0|

Lx0(V, T ) ∈ Q[[T ]],

χ(V, T )(= χ(j0∗V, T ))) :=
∏
i≥0

det(1− Tϕ|H i(X, j∗V)) ∈ Q[[T ]].

By the trace formula ( [SGA41
2 , Rapport], 3.5.1, [D73, 10.4]), L(V, T ) = χ(V, T ). For Q = Q` or F`, by

Poincaré duality (using that the dualizing complex of j0∗V on X0 is j0∗(V∨)[2](1)),

(13.1.1.1) χ(V, T ) = L(V, T ) = ε(V, T )L(V ∨, (|k0|T )−1)

with
(13.1.1.2) ε(V, T )(= ε(j0∗V)) :=

∏
0≤i≤2

det(−Tϕ|H i(X, j∗V))(−1)i+1
.

For Q = Qu, it follows from the definitions that Lx0(V, T ), L(V, T ), χ(V, T ) are respectively the images
in Qu[[T ]] of the elements (Lx0(V`, T ))`∈L, (L(V`, T ))`∈L, (χ(V`, T )))`∈L of

∏
`∈L(F`[[T ]]) = F[[T ]]. In

particular, (13.1.1.1), (13.1.1.2) also hold for Q = Qu and ε(V, T ) is the image in Qu[[T ]] of (ε(V`, T ))`∈L ∈
F[[T ]].

13.1.2. Local ε-factors. See [D73, Thm. 6.5 (a)]. Assume first Q = Q` or F` for some ` ∈ L. Set

εx0(V, T )(= εx0(j0∗V, T )) := det(−ϕx0T deg(x0)|V Ix)−1ε0(V |Wx0
⊗ ωT , ψx0 , µx0) ∈ Q((T ))×, x0 ∈ |X0|,

for the local ε-factors attached to V |Wx0
, ψ`,x0 , µ`,x0 if Q = Q` or V |Wx0

, ψ`,x0 , µ`,x0 if Q = F`. Here ωT de-

notes the rank-1 Z((T ))-module endowed with the unramified action of Wx0 defined by ϕx0 ·T = Tdeg(x0).

The ε-factor εx0(V, T ) is a monomial in T with degree ax0(V )deg(x0), where ax0(V )(= ax0(j0∗V)) is the
Artin conductor ax0(V ) = Swx0(V ) + dim(V ) − dim(V Ix) and Swx0(V )(= Swx0(j0∗V)) is the Swan
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conductor of j0∗V at x0. We will also write Sw(j0∗V) :=
∑

x0∈|X0| Swx0(j0∗V)[x0] for the global Swan

conductor of j0∗V (an effective divisor on X0).

One can compute εx0(V, T ) in the following simple cases.

- (13.1.2.1) if V is unramified at x0, one has εx0(V, T ) = 1;

- (13.1.2.2) if χ is a rank 1 continuous Q-representation of Wx0 and V (resp. V`) is unramified at x0 or,
more generally, χ is very ramified with respect to V at x0 one has

ε(χ⊗ V, T ) = ε(χ, T )r−1ε(χ⊗ det(V ), T ),

where r is the rank of V .

From [Lau87, §3], [D73, Thm. 7.11]) one has the product formula

(13.1.2.3) ε(V, T ) =
∏

x0∈|X0|

εx0(V, T ).

The right-hand term is well-defined since εx0(V, T ) = 1 for all but finitely many x0 ∈ |X0| by (13.1.2.1).

If Q = Qu for some u ∈ U , up to replacing L by a subset in u one may assume that V` is of F`-rank
r independent of ` ∈ L and that there exists a connected étale cover U ′V,0 → UV,0 such that V`|U ′V is

tamely ramified for every ` ∈ L. In particular, for a ramified x0 ∈ X0 \ UV,0, ax0(V`) can take only
finitely many values so, up to replacing again L by a subset in u, one may assume that the integer
ax0(V )(= ax0(j0∗V)) := ax0(V`) is independent of ` ∈ L. In particular, for every ` ∈ L and x0 ∈ |X0|,
one can write

εx0(V`, T ) = ε̃x0(V`)T
ax0 (V )deg(x0),

for some ε̃x0(V`) ∈ F×` . Write ε̃x0(V ) := (ε̃x0(V`))`∈L ∈ F× and let ε̃x0(V )(= ε̃x0(j0∗V)) ∈ Q×u denote the

image of ε̃x0(V ) in Q×u . Finally, set

εx0(V, T )(= εx0(j0∗V, T )) := ε̃x0(V )T ax0 (V )deg(x0) ∈ Qu[T ]

By construction, εx0(V, T ) is the image in Qu[T ] of (εx0(V`, T ))`∈L ∈ F[[T ]]. Since ε(V, T ) is also the
image in Qu[[T ]] of (ε(V`, T ))`∈L ∈ F[[T ]], the product formula (13.1.2.3) for F`-lcc coefficients, ` ∈ L
implies (13.1.2.3) for Qu-coefficients.

13.1.3. Let F be a compatible family of lcc Q`-sheaves, ι-pure on some non-empty open subscheme
j0 : U0 ↪→ X0. For ` � 0 and every system H of Z`-models of F with reduction M, Lx0(j0∗M`),
εx0(j0∗M`), x0 ∈ |X0|, L(j0∗M`), ε(j0∗M`) are obtained by reduction from the corresponding invariants
attached to j0∗F` (and for every ` ∈ L, Swx0(j0∗M`) = Swx0(j0∗F`)).

14. Langlands correspondance

We retain the notation and conventions of Section 13.1. For every r ≥ 1, let Ar(η0) denote the set
of isomorphism classes of complex irreducible cuspidal automorphic representations of GLr(A) whose
central character is of finite order. (See [Lau87, (3.1.2)]). One can attach to π ∈ Ar(η0) local L-factors
Lx0(π) and ε-factors εx0(π), x0 ∈ |X0|; let Uπ,0 ↪→ X0 be the largest open subscheme over which π is
unramified.

For † ∈ L ∪ U one says that π ∈ Ar(η0) and V ∈ Ir(η0,Q†) correspond to each other in the sense of
Langlands and writes π ∼ V if Lx0(π, T ) = Lx0(V, T ), x0 ∈ Uπ,0 ∩ UV,0.

14.1. Conjecture. (Langlands correspondance (L,r,†)) There exists maps

Ar(η0)
V†,− // Ir(η0,Q†)
π†,−
oo

such that V†,− ◦ π†,− = id, π†,− ◦ V†,− = Id and
- (14.1.1) For every π ∈ Ar(η0), Uπ,0 = UV†,π ,0 and π ∼ V†,π.
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- (14.1.2) For every V ∈ Ir(η0,Q†), UV,0 = Uπ†,V ,0 and π†,V ∼ V .

The compatibility conditions on local L-factors in (L,r,†) impose that if π ∼ V the central character of
π coincides with the determinant of V via rec : A×/K0 ↪→ π1(K0)ab.

14.2. For ` ∈ L, the proof of (L,r,`) was completed by L. Lafforgue [L02, VI.9] building on previous works
of Drinfeld, Deligne, Laumon etc. As an output of the proof, the local L-factors and ε-factors of π and V`,π
coincide at every x0 ∈ |X0|. L. Lafforgue also proved the Ramanujan-Peterson Conjecture [L02, VI.10
(i)], which implies that the poles of Lx0(π, T ), x0 ∈ |X0| are pure of weight 0. Since the Q-subextension
Qπ ⊂ C generated by the coefficients of the Lx0(π, T )−1, x0 ∈ |X0| is a number field, one eventually
obtains a well-defined map π → Vπ which attaches to every π ∈ Ar(η0) a compatible family Vπ of
irreducible lcc Q`-sheaves on Uπ,0, pure of weight 0, with finite determinant and such that

Lx0(π, T ) = Lx0(j0∗V`,π, T ), εx0(π, T ) = εx0(j0∗V`,π, T ), x0 ∈ |X0|,

where j0 : Uπ,0 ↪→ X0 is the canonical inclusion.

14.3. In the following, we extend the Langlands correspondance to ultraproduct coefficients.

Theorem. For every u ∈ U , (L,r,u) holds.

Proof. We first construct the map Vu,− : Ar(η0) → Ir(η0,Qu). By (L,r,`), ` ∈ L every π ∈ Ar(η0)

gives rise to a compatible family Vπ of irreducible lcc Q`-sheaves on Uπ,0, ι-pure of weight 0, with finite
determinant and such that for every x0 ∈ |X0|, Lx0(π, T ) = Lx0(j0∗V`,π, T ), εx0(π, T ) = εx0(j0∗V`,π, T ).
Fix a geometric point x on Uπ,0. By 11.3, 12.3, (12.2.3), every choice of a system of integral models Hπ
for Vπ defines an almost u-tame sheafMπ on Uπ,0 such that the corresponding π1(Uπ,0, x)-representation

Vu,π :=Mπ,u,x ⊗Qu is irreducible, depends only on Vπ but not on Hπ and, by 13.1.3, satisfies

Lx0(Vu,π, T ) = Lx0(j0∗V`,π, T ) = Lx0(π, T ), εx0(Vu,π, T ) = εx0(j0∗V`,π, T ) = εx0(π, T ), x0 ∈ |X0|.

In particular, Vu,π has finite determinant and is pure of weight 0. This construction gives us a well-

defined map Vu,− : Ar(η0)→ Ir(η0,Qu), automatically unique and injective by 10.5. Next, we construct

the map πu,− : Ir(η0,Qu) → Ar(η0). The unicity of the map πu,− : Ir(η0,Qu) → Ar(η0) is ensured by

the strong multiplicity one theorem of Piatetski-Shapiro. The map πu,− : I1(η0,Qu) → A1 is given by

precomposing with rec : A×/K×0 ↪→ π1(η0)ab. To construct πu,− : Ir(η0,Qu) → Ar(η0) for r ≥ 2, one
proceeds by induction on r, following the “principe de récurrence” of Deligne exactly as in [L02, VI,1),e)]
(see also see [Lau87, 3.2.2.3] for a sketch of the argument). We briefly recall how it works. Fix a
geometric point x on X0. Let V ∈ Ir(η0,Qu) and Mu a lcc Qu-sheaf on UV,0 with corresponding
π1(X0, x)-representation V =Mu,x. Define π := ⊗′x0∈|X0|πx0 , where for x0 ∈ |UV,0|, πx0 is the irreducible

unramified representation of GLr(Kx0) whose Hecke-eigenvalues are the eigenvalues of ϕx0 on V and for
x0 ∈ |X0\UV,0|, πx0 is induced of Whittaker type with central character corresponding via the reciprocity
map K×x0 ↪→ π1(Kx0) from local class field theory to the determinant of V as π1(Kx0)-module. To
show that π ∈ Ar(η0), the starting point is the reciprocity theorem of Piatetski-Shapiro [L02, Thm.
B.13], which ensures the existence of an automorphic representation π of GLr(A) such that π̃x0 = πx0 ,
x0 ∈ |UV,0| provided

(14.3.1) For every r′ < r et π′ ∈ Ar′ such that Uπ,0 ∪ Uπ′,0 = X0, the formal series L(π × π′, T ),

L(π∨ × π′∨, T ) are polynomials and satisfy the following functional equation

L(π × π′, T ) = ε(π × π′)L(π∨ × π′∨, (|k0|T )−1)

By induction hypothesis, there exists a lcc Qu-sheafM′u on Uπ′,0 whose corresponding π1(X0, x)-representation
V ′ := M′u,x is irreducible and satisfies π′ ∼ V ′. Local computations using (13.1.2.1), (13.1.2.2) show

that up to twisting π with a character χ : A×/K×0 → C× which is ramified enough on X0 \ UV,0, the
following holds for every x0 ∈ |X0|

L(χx0πx0 × π′x0 , T ) = Lx0(χV ⊗ V ′, T ), L(χ−1
x0 π

∨
x0 × π

′∨
x0 , T ) = Lx0(χ−1V ∨ ⊗ V ′∨, T )

ε(χx0πx0 × π′x0) = εx0(χV ⊗ V ′), ε(χ−1
x0 π

∨
x0 × π

′∨
x0) = εx0(χ−1V ∨ ⊗ V ′∨).

Hence

L(χπ × π′, T ) = L(χV ⊗ V ′, T ), L(χ−1π∨ × π′∨, T ) = L(χ−1V ∨ ⊗ V ′∨, T )
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are polynomials (as V, V ′ are irreducible of different ranks) and satisfy (13.1.1.1) which, by (13.1.2.4),
coincides with the functional equation of (14.3.1). This shows χπ hence π is automorphic irreducible.
It remains to check it is cuspidal. Otherwise, there would exist a partition r = r1 + · · · + rs of r and
representations πi ∈ Ari(η0), i = 1, . . . , s unramified on UV,0 such that

Lx0(V, T ) = Lx0(⊕1≤i≤sVu,πi , T ), x0 ∈ |UV,0|.

But by 10.5 (recall that, by the Ramanujan-Peterson conjecture, the Vu,πi , i = 1, . . . , s are pure of weight
0), this would imply V ' ⊕1≤i≤sVu,πi , contradicting the irreducibility of V . �

15. Some Corollaries

We no longer assume X0 is a curve. Let † ∈ L∪U . One endows Cr(X0,Q†) with the equivalence relation

defined by V ≈ V ′ if there exists Ij ∈ Ir(X0,Q†) and αj , α
′
j ∈ Q×† , j = 1, . . . , s such that

V = ⊕1≤j≤sI
(αj)
j , V ′ = ⊕1≤j≤sI

(α′j)

j .

15.1. Etale companions.

15.1.1. Corollary. Let † ∈ L ∪ U and V† ∈ Ir(X0,Q†). Then,
- (15.1.1.1) V† is pure of weight 0;
- (15.1.1.2) QV† is a finite extension of Q;

- (15.1.1.3) For every ‡ ∈ L∪U there exists V‡ ∈ Ir(X0,Q‡) such that Lx0(V†, T ) = Lx0(V‡, T ), x0 ∈ |X0|.

Proof. When X0 is a curve, the assertion directly follows from the Langlands correspondances (L,r,†),
(L,r,‡) and the Ramanujan-Peterson conjecture. For higher-dimensional X0 and †, ‡ ∈ L, this follows
from the companion conjecture of Deligne [D80, (1.2.10)], established in [D12], [Dr12]. To include the
cases † ∈ U or/and ‡ ∈ U it is enough to show (15.1.1.1) holds for † ∈ U (which ensures that QV† ⊂ Q)

and that for every ` ∈ L and u ∈ U there exists a bijective map Ir(X0,Q`) ←→ Ir(X0,Qu) preserving
the local L-factors at every x0 ∈ |X0|. That (15.1.1.1) holds for † ∈ U follows from the case of curves
and [Appendix, Thm. 1.2.1]. To construct Ir(X0,Q`) ←→ Ir(X0,Qu), one proceeds as in the proof
of (L,r,u). By the case †, ‡ ∈ L, an irreducible rank-r lcc Q`-sheaf F` gives rise to a QF`-compatible

family F of irreducible rank-r lcc Ql-sheaves on X0. Take any family H of integral models and write
Ml := Hl ⊗ Fl, l ∈ L. From (12.2.3), (12.3), 11.3, 10.5 and 12.1.6, the map

Ir(X0,Q`)→ Ir(X0,Qu), F` ←→ F →Mu

is well-defined, injective and preserves the local L-factors at every x0 ∈ X0. It remains to prove it is
surjective. So let Vu ∈ Ir(X0,Qu) corresponding to a lcc Qu-sheaf V on X0. For every x0 ∈ |X0| let C0 be
a smooth, geometrically connected curve over k0 together with a morphism C0 → X0 and a k(x0)-lift c0

of x0 as in [Appendix, Thm. 1.2.1]. Since V|C0 is irreducible with finite determinant, by the curve case
the roots of det(1−Tϕx0 |Vx) are algebraic and integral over Z[1/p]. Now, let C0 be an arbitrary smooth,
geometrically connected curve over k0 together with a morphism C0 → U0. The semisimplification

(V|C0)ss of V|C0 in C(C0,Qu) decomposes as (V|C0)ss = ⊕1≤i≤sV(αi)
i with Vi a rank-ri irreducible Qu-

sheaf and αi ∈ Q×u algebraic and integral over Z[1/p]. In particular, αi is a `-adic unit for every
` 6= p. Let Fi be the Q`-sheaf on C0 corresponding to Vi via the bijection Iri(C0,Q`) ←→ Iri(C0,Qu)

given by the curve case and set FC0 := ⊕1≤i≤sF (αi)
i . Since there exists an étale cover X ′0 → X0 such

that V|X′0 is C-tame and the bijections Iri(C0,Q`) ←→ Iri(C0,Qu) preserve local L- and ε-factors,

the data FC0 , C0 → X0 is a 2-skeleton of lcc Q`-sheaves in the sense of [EsKer12, 2.2] satisfying the
condition [D12, Rem. 3.10 b)], [Dr12, 2.5 (ii)]. In particular, by Deligne’s finiteness theorem for the field
of coefficients [D12, Thm. 3.1, Rem. 3.10] one can apply (see [Dr12, Lem. 2.7]) Drinfeld’s reconstruction
theorem for lcc Q`-sheaves [Dr12, Thm. 2.5] to get a (unique) lcc Q`-sheaf F on U0 such that F|C0 = FC0 ,
for every smooth, geometrically connected curve C0 over k0 together with a morphism C0 → U0. By
construction, F ∈ Ir(X0,Q`) and maps to V via Ir(X0,Q`)→ Ir(X0,Qu). �
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15.1.2. Corollary. Every lcc Qu-sheaf on X0 is ιu-mixed.

Proof. Let M ∈ C(X0,Qu). It is enough to prove that the graded sheaves defined by a Jordan-Hölder

filtration J•M are pure. But from Proposition 6.1.2, for every i ≥ 0 there exists αi ∈ Q×u such that
GrJi (M)(αi) is irreducible with finite determinant. Hence the claim follows from (15.1.1.1). �

15.2. Finiteness. Let X0 ↪→ X0 be a normal compactification, D0 an effective Cartier divisor on X0

with support in X0 \ X0 and α : X ′0 → X0 a Galois cover, α : X
′
0 → X0 the normalization of X0

in α : X ′0 → X0. For Q = Q†, † ∈ L ∪ U or F`, ` ∈ L, write I≤Dr (X0, Q) ⊂ Ir(X0, Q) (resp.

I≤αr (X0, Q) ⊂ Ir(X0, Q)) for the subset of objects V ∈ Ir(X0, Q) such that for every smooth, sepa-

rated curve C0 over k0 and morphism φ0 : C0 → X0, Sw(j0∗(V|C0) ≤ φ∗0D0, where φ0 : C0 → X0 denotes
the extension of φ0 : C0 → X0 to the smooth compactification j0 : C0 ↪→ C0 of C0 (resp. V|X′0 is tame).

Corollary. For † ∈ L ∪ U , ` ∈ L the bijection Ir(X0,Q`) ←→ Ir(X0,Q†) from 15.1.1 restricts to
bijections

I≤Dr (X0,Q`)←→ I≤Dr (X0,Q†), I≤αr (X0,Q`)←→ I≤αr (X0,Q†)

and |I≤Dr (X0,Q†)/ ≈ | = |I≤Dr (X0,Q`)/ ≈ | < +∞, |I≤αr (X0,Q†)/ ≈ | = |I≤αr (X0,Q`)/ ≈ | < +∞.

Proof. The first part of the assertion follows from the fact that for a smooth curve C0 over k0 the bijection
Ir(C0,Q`)←→ Ir(C0,Q†) preserves local ε-factors. For the second part of the assertion, from [EsKer12,

Prop. 3.9 (proof of)], if Dα ↪→ X0 is the discriminant divisor of α : X
′
0 → X0 ( [EsKer12, Def.

3.7]), I≤αr (X0,Q†) ⊂ I≤rDαr (X0,Q†) while, from Deligne’s finiteness theorem [EsKer12, Thm. 2.1]

|I≤Dr (X0,Q`)/ ≈ | < +∞. �

15.3. Reductions and liftings. Fix a finite character χ : π1(X0)→ Z×. For Q = Q†, † ∈ L ∪ U or F`,
` ∈ L, write I≤α,χr (X0, Q) ⊂ I≤αr (X0, Q) for the subset of objects with determinant χ⊗Q : π1(X0)→ Q×.

Since for every ` ∈ L, |I≤α,χr (X0,Q`)| < +∞ (fixing the determinant imposes that objects in the same
≈-class only differ by a twist by a root of unity of order dividing the order of the determinant), there

exists `0 := `0(X0, α, χ, r) ∈ L such that for ` ≥ `0 every F` ∈ I≤α,χr (X0,Q`) has a unique Z`-model

H` (Corollary 12.3) and M` := H` ⊗ F` is in I≤α,χr (X0,F`) (12.2.3). So that, for ` ≥ `0, one has a

well-defined ’reduction modulo-`’ map I≤α,χr (X0,Q`)→ I
≤α,χ
r (X0,F`), F` →M`.

15.3.1. Corollary. For ` � 0, the reduction modulo-` map I≤α,χr (X0,Q`) → I
≤α,χ
r (X0,F`) is bijective.

In particular, I≤α,χr (X0,F`) is finite and every M` ∈ I≤α,χr (X0,F`) lifts uniquely to a Z`-model H` of

some F` ∈ I≤α,χr (X0,Q`).

Proof. The injectivity follows from (12.2.1) (ii) and (12.2.2) (ii) as in the proof of 11.2.2. If the reduction

modulo-` map I≤α,χr (X0,Q`) → I
≤α,χ
r (X0,F`) were not surjective, there would exist an infinite subset

L′ ⊂ L such that for every ` ∈ L′ there exists M` ∈ I≤α,χr (X0,F`) which does not lift to a Z`-model H`
of some F` ∈ I≤α,χr (X0,Q`). Since M`|X′0 is tame ` ∈ L′, for every ultrafilter u on L′, M =M`, ` ∈ L′

is in Stu(U0,F) with Mu ∈ I≤α,χr (X0,Qu). For every ` ∈ L′ let F` be the lcc Q`-sheaf corresponding to

Mu under the bijection I≤α,χr (X0,Q`) ←− I
≤α,χ
r (X0,Qu) of 15.2. Write N` for the reduction modulo-`

of F`, ` ∈ L. By construction, Nu ' Mu and as this holds for every ultrafilter u on L′, N` ' M` for
` ∈ L′ large enough [CHT17b, 4.3.3, 4.4.2]. This contradicts the definition of L′. �

16. Independence and integrality of monodromy

Let X0 be a smooth, geometrically connected variety over k0 and F a compatible family of rank r lcc
Q`-sheaves on X0. Fix a geometric point x on X0. Given a system of Z`-models H = H`, ` ∈ L of F
with reductionM =M`, ` ∈ L, we will use the following notation. Recall Z` denotes the ring of integers
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of a finite field extension Q` of Q` with residue field F`.

Coefficients Q`, Q` Z` F Qu

Geometric fiber H V` := F`,x H` := H`,x M :=Mx Vu :=Mu,x

Image Π of π1(X,x) acting on H Π` Π` Π Πu

Zariski closure of Π in GL(H) G` G` Gu

(geometric monodromy)
Image Π0 of π1(X0, x) acting on H Π0,` Π0,` Π0 Π0,u

Zariski closure of Π0 in GL(H) G0,` G0,` G0,u

(arithmetic monodromy)

Note that G` ×Z` Q` = G` and G0,` ×Z` Q` = G0,`. Write also G` := G` ×Z` F`, G0,` := G0,` ×Z` F`.

16.1. Independence. The companion conjecture of Deligne reflects the expectation that for every † ∈
L ∪ U , objects in Ir(X0,Q†) are in the essential image of the cohomological realization functors with

Q†-coefficients on the conjectural category of pure isomotives. As a consequence of this, one should have:

16.1.1. Conjecture. There exist a reductive group G0 over Q together with a faithful linear finite-
dimensional Q-representation V such that (G0,†, V†) ' (G0, V )⊗Q Q†, † ∈ L ∪ U .

One can deduce Conjecture 16.1.1 when G0,† is finite (Corollary 16.1.2) or connected reductive (Corollary
16.1.3) from 12.2 and 15.1.1 by purely Tannakian arguments.

Recall that if F is the direct sum of its weight components (the neutral component of) G† is a semisimple
algebraic group ( [D80, Thm. (1.3.9), Thm. (1.4.1) (iii)], Corollary 10.3) and the property that G† acts

irreducibly on V† ((12.2.3) (i), [CHT17b, 4.4.5]) as well as b0 = dim(V
G†
† ) (12.2.2) (i)) are independent

of † ∈ L ∪ U . If F is semisimple, (the connected component of) G0,† is a reductive group over Q†,
† ∈ L ∪ U and the property that G0,† acts irreducibly on V† ((12.2.3) (ii), [CHT17b, 4.4.5]) as well as

b0 = dim(V
G0,†
† ) (12.2.2) (ii)) are independent of † ∈ L∪U . This applies not only to F but also to every

system obtained from F by the usual linear algebra operations ⊗,⊕, (−)∨.

16.1.2. Corollary. (Connected components) The morphisms π1(X) � π0(G†) (resp. π1(X0) � π0(G0,†)),
† ∈ L∪U are continuous and all have the same kernel. In particular, the groups π0(G†) (resp. π0(G0,†)),
† ∈ L ∪ U are all canonically isomorphic.

Proof. Fix † ∈ L ∪ U . The continuity assertion follows from the continuity of the action of π1(X0)
on V† if † ∈ L and from the fact that π1(X0) acts on on V† through a topologically finitely generated
quotient, and [NS07a], [NS07b] if † ∈ U . Since π1(X0)-semisimplification does not change the kernel of
π1(X) � π0(G†), π1(X0) � π0(G0,†), one may assume F is semisimple, which automatically implies
thatMu is semisimple, u ∈ U (12.2.2). Since the kernel of π1(X0) � π0(G0,†) is a normal open subgroup
of π1(X0), up to replacing X0 by a Galois cover, one may assume G0,† is connected that is ( [D82, Prop.

3.1 (a), (c)]) for every finite index subgroup U ⊂ π1(X0) and integers m,n ≥ 0, dim((V ⊗m† ⊗V ∨⊗n† )U ) =

dim((V ⊗m† ⊗ V ∨⊗n† )π1(X0)). Let ‡ ∈ L ∪ U . One has to show that this implies that for every finite index

subgroup U ⊂ π1(X0) and integers m,n ≥ 0, dim((V ⊗m‡ ⊗V ∨⊗n‡ )U ) = dim((V ⊗m‡ ⊗V ∨⊗n‡ )π1(X0)). Since

π1(X0) acts on V‡ through a topologically finitely generated quotient, one may restrict to open subgroups
Π ⊂ π1(X0) ( [NS07a], [NS07b]). That is, equivalently, one has to show that for every connected étale

cover X ′0 → X0 and integers m,n ≥ 0, dim((V ⊗m‡ ⊗ V ∨⊗n‡ )π1(X′0)) = dim((V ⊗m‡ ⊗ V ∨⊗n‡ )π1(X0)). This

follows from (12.2.2) (ii) applied to the semisimple compatible family F⊗m ⊗F∨⊗n. This concludes the
proof for G0,†. The proof for G† is exactly similar using (12.2.2) (i). �

If G† (resp. G0,†) is connected one says that F has connected geometric monodromy (resp. connected
monodromy).

16.1.3. Corollary. (Neutral component) Assume F is the direct sum of its weight components.
- (i) There exists a connected reductive algebraic group G over Q together with an irreducible faithful

representation V such that

(G◦† , V†) ' (G,V )⊗Q Q†, † ∈ L ∪ U .
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- (ii) If F is semisimple, there exists a connected reductive algebraic group G0 over Q together with an
irreducible faithful representation V such that

(G◦0,†, V†) ' (G0, V )⊗Q Q†, † ∈ L ∪ U .

Proof. From Corollary 16.1.2, up to replacing X0 by a connected étale cover, one may assume G†, G0,†
are connected, † ∈ L ∪ U . Since G† acts semisimply on V†, π1(X0)-semisimplifying V† does not affect
(G†, V†). So to prove 16.1.3 (i), one may assume F is semisimple. Then 16.1.3 (i) follows from 16.1.3 (ii)
and the fact that G† is the derived subgroup of G0,† (since it is a connected semisimple algebraic group
containing the derived subgroup of G0,†). It remains to prove 16.1.3 (ii). By the classification of split
connected reductive groups by root data, it is enough to show that for for every †, ‡ ∈ L ∪ U and given
a Q-isomorphism Q†→̃Q‡, (G0,†, V†) ' (G0,‡, V‡). This follows from [KazLarV14, Thm. 1.2] modulo the
following claim (See [D’A18, Prop. 4.3.4.]).

Claim. The companion correspondance Ob(〈V†〉⊗)/ ≈ →̃Ob(〈V‡〉⊗)/ ≈ induces a canonical semiring

isomorphism Q+
† [G0,†]→̃Q+

‡ [G0,‡] characterized by the fact that it preserves local L-factors i(that is for

[W†] ∈ Q+
† [G0,†] mapping to W‡ ∈ Q+

‡ [G0,‡], det(1−Tϕx0 |W†) = det(1−Tϕx0 |W‡), x0 ∈ |X0|) and maps
irreducible representations to irreducible representations.

Proof of the claim. By ( [D82, Prop. 3.1 (a)]), for every [W†] ∈ Q+
† [G0,†] there exists integers m,n ≥ 0

such that W† is a subrepresentation of V ⊗m† ⊗ V ∨⊗n† hence corresponds to an object W† ∈ Cr(X0,Q†).
In particular,

- The unicity and injectivity of Q+
† [G0,†]→̃Q+

‡ [G0,‡] follow from 10.5 (or its `-adic version).

- There exists Ij,† ∈ Irj (X0,Q†) and αj ∈ Q×† , j = 1, . . . , s such that W† = ⊕1≤j≤sI
(αj)
j,† . As V†

arises from a compatible family, the roots of the det(1 − Tϕx0 |W†), x0 ∈ |X0| are in Q× and `-

adic units for every ` ∈ L. In particular, the αj , j = 1, . . . , s are also in Q× and `-adic units for

every ` ∈ L. For j = 1, . . . , s let Ij,‡ ∈ Irj (X0,Q‡) corresponding to Ij,† ∈ Irjr(X0,Q†) via the

bijection Irj (X0,Q†) ←→ Irj (X0,Q‡) of (15.1.1.3). Then setting φ[W†] to be the G0,‡ representation

corresponding to W‡ = ⊕1≤j≤sI
(αj)
j,‡ gives a well-defined semiring isomorphism Q+

† [G0,†]→̃Q+
‡ [G0,‡],

which, furthermore, sends irreducible objects to irreducible objects.
The surjectivity is then automatic. Indeed, if [W†] =

∑
1≤j≤s nj [Ij,†] is the isotypical decomposition

of [W†] in Q+
† [G0,†] then φ[W†] =

∑
1≤j≤s niφ[Ij,†] is the isotypical decomposition of φ[W†] in Q+

‡ [G0,‡]
hence the image of φ is stable under subobjects. The conclusion then follows from the fact that the
image of φ contains the V ⊗m‡ ⊗ V ∨⊗n‡ and [D82, Prop. 3.1 (a)]. �

16.1.4. Remark. Corollary 16.1.3 for G0,† uses the full strength of 15.1.1. Resorting only to 12.2
and [LarP90, Thm. 1, Thm.2], one can already prove that the root system of G† is independent of
† ∈ L ∪ U and, if F|X is irreducible (see (12.2.3)), that 16.1.3 (i) holds.

16.2. Integral structure of geometric monodromy. If, as envisioned by Grothendieck in his letter
to Illusie [Gr73], the category of pure isomotives arises from a category of integral motives over Z[1/p],
Conjecture 16.1.1 should be upgraded as follows.

16.2.1. Conjecture. There exist a reductive group-scheme G0 over Z[1/p] together with a faithful Z[1/p]-
linear representation H such that. (G0,`, H`) ' (G0, H)⊗Z[1/p] Z`, ` ∈ L, `� 0.

In particular, G`, G0,` should be respectively a semisimple and a reductive group scheme over Z` for
`� 0. We prove this for the neutral component of the monodromy.

16.2.2. Corollary. Assume F has connected geometric monodromy (resp. connected monodromy and is
semisimple). Then for `� 0, G` is a semisimple group scheme over Z` (resp. G0,` is a reductive group
scheme over Z`).

Proof. We first prove the assertion for G0,`. The compatibility assumption and the existence of a Frobe-
nius tori which is maximal (e.g. [LarP92]) ensure that for ` � 0, G0,` is a smooth group-scheme over

Z` (e.g [LarP95, Prop. 1.3] or [CHT17a, Proof of (9.1.1), 9.2.1]). From 12.4.5, G0,` admits a faithful
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semisimple representation hence its neutral component is reductive. This ensures that G0,` itself is con-
nected hence reductive [Co14, Prop. 3.1.12]. To prove the assertion for G`, one may replace F` by its
semisimplification ( [D80, (3.4.1) (iii)], 12.3). Let F = ⊕1≤i≤sF⊕νii denote the decomposition of F as the
direct sum of its irreducible components (12.4.4). If F`,i|X is not irreducible, it decomposes as a direct

sum F`,i|X = ⊕1≤j≤siG`,i,j of pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible lcc Q`-sheaves G`,i,j , j = 1, . . . , si on X
which are transitively permuted by the Frobenius. So that, up to replacing k0 by a finite field extension,
one may assume G`,i,j is defined over X0, j = 1, . . . , si, i = 1, . . . , s hence, up to renumbering, that F`,i|X
is irreducible, i = 1, . . . , s. Then, up to twisting, one may assume F`,i has finite determinant i = 1, . . . , s
hence that G0,` is semisimple. This forces G` = G◦0,` (recall G` is connected). Up to replacing again k by
a finite field extension, one may assume G0,` is connected as well 16.1.2. To conclude, just observe that
G` and G0,` are also the Zariski closure of G` and G0,` in GLH`,x so that G` = G0,` and the conclusion
follows from the assertion for G0,`. �
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Appendix: An almost tame Bertini theorem (after Akio Tamagawa)

Let k be a finite field. A variety over k means a reduced scheme separated and of finite type over k and
a curve over k is a one-dimensional variety over k. A compactification of a variety X over k is an open
embedding X ↪→ X with Zariski-dense image into a proper variety X over k. If X is quasi-projective
over k (resp. normal, resp. quasi-projective over k and normal), it always admits a compactification
which is projective over k (resp. normal, resp. projective over k and normal). For a variety X over k,
let Xsm ⊂ X denote the (non-empty) largest open subscheme which is smooth over k.

The main result of this Appendix (Theorem 1.2.1, Variant 1.2.2) is an almost tame generalization of the
tame Bertini theorem of Drinfeld [Dr12, Appendix C].

1. Statements

1.1. Tameness. Let X be a variety over k, normal and connected (hence integral) and let X ↪→ X be a
normal compactification. One says that a connected étale cover Y → X is tamely ramified along X \X if
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every codimension-1 point ζ ∈ X \X is tamely ramified in the resulting extension k(Y )/k(X) of function
fields and that a (not necessarily connected) étale cover Y → X is tamely ramified along X \X if each of
its connected components is. Fix a geometric point x on X. Etale covers which are tamely ramified along
X\X are classified by a quotient π1(X,x) � πt1(X,X\X,x) (whose kernel is generated by the wild inertia
groups at all codimension 1 points ζ ∈ X \X); write K(X,X \X,x) := ker(π1(X,x) � πt1(X,X \X,x)).

Let X ′ → X be an étale cover. Following Kersz-Schmidt [KeS10], consider the conditions below.
- (1.1) (C-tameness): For every smooth curve C over k and morphism C → X, Y ×X C → C is tame;
- (1.2) (D-tameness): For every normal compactification X ↪→ X, X ′ → X is tamely ramified along
X \X.

C-tame covers are classified by a quotient π1(X,x) � πC−t1 (X,x) with kernelKC(X,x) := ker(π1(X,x) �
πC−t1 (X,x)) the (normal) subgroup of π1(X,x) generated by the images of ker(π1(C, x) � πt1(C, x)) ⊂
π1(C, x) → π1(X,x) for every smooth curve C over k and morphism C → X. Similarly, D-tame covers

are classified by a quotient π1(X,x) � πD−t1 (X,x) with kernel KD(X,x) := ker(π1(X,x) � πt−D1 (X,x))

the (normal) subgroup of π1(X,x) generated by the K(X,X \X,x) for X ↪→ X describing all normal

compactifications. Since π1(X,x), πC−t1 (X,x), πD−t1 (X,x), πt1(X,X \X,x) are independent of x up to
inner automorphisms and base points will play no part in the following, we omit them from the notation.
If X is smooth over k, [KeS10, Thm. 1.1] asserts that (1.1), (1.2) are equivalent and that, if X admits
a smooth compactification X ↪→ X such that X \ X is a normal crossing divisor, (1.1), (1.2) are also
equivalent to the notion of tameness of [SGA1], [GM71]. When X is smooth over k, we will say that an
étale cover satisfying the equivalent conditions (1.1), (1.2) is tamely ramified and we will simply write

πt1(X) := πC−t1 (X) = πD−t1 (X). If X is only assumed to be normal, (1.1) still implies (1.2) [KeS10, Rem.

4.5] so that one always has a surjective morphism of profinite groups πD−t1 (X) � πC−t1 (X). The notion
of C-tameness is stable under arbitrary base-changes; in particular every morphism Y → X of normal
varieties induces a commutative diagram of morphisms of profinite groups

π1(Y ) //

����

π1(X)

����
πC−t1 (Y ) // πC−t1 (X)

The notion of D-tameness is stable under base-changes along open immersions U ↪→ X with dense image
so that, in that case, one still gets a commutative diagram morphisms of profinite groups

π1(U) // //

����

π1(X)

����
πD−t1 (U) // // πD−t1 (X)

1.2. Let X ′ → X be a Galois (in particular étale and connected) cover.

1.2.1. Assume X is smooth quasi-projective and geometrically connected over k. Fix a normal projective

compactification X ↪→ X, write K := k(X), K ′ := k(X ′) and let X
′ → X denote the normalization of X

in K ′/K. By construction, the closed normal subgroupK(X ′, X
′\X ′) ⊂ π1(X ′) is again normal in π1(X).

Theorem. There exists a smooth, geometrically connected curve C over k and a morphism f : C → X

of varieties over k such that the induced morphism π1(C)→ π1(X) � π1(X)/K(X ′, X
′\X ′) is surjective

and factors through π1(C) � πt1(C). Furthermore, given a finite set S of closed points contained in a
quasi-projective5 open subscheme U ⊂ X, one can choose f : C → X in such a way that it admits a
section g : S → C.

Remark. One may furthermore ensure that for every x ∈ S and line lx ⊂ TxX, the morphism f : C → X
induces an isomorphism Tg(x)C→̃lx.

5Under some mild global assumptions on X - see [Stacks, Part 2, 27.9] - every finite set S ⊂ X of closed points is
contained in an affine open subscheme U ⊂ X.
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Since the tame étale fundamental group of a smooth, connected curve over an algebraically closed field
is topologically finitely generated and since π1(k) is procyclic, one obtains the following.

Corollary. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2.1, π1(X)/K(X ′, X
′ \ X ′) (hence in particular

πt1(X,X \X)) are topologically finitely generated.

1.2.2. Variant. If we only assume X is geometrically connected over k, Theorem 1.2.1 (and its Corollary)

still hold with K(X ′, X
′ \X ′) replaced by the larger subgroup K(X ′) ⊂ π1(X ′) and provided U ⊂ Xsm.

Indeed, if X is also smooth quasi-projective, this is a straightforward consequence of the assertions for

K(X ′, X
′ \X ′) and the inclusion K(X ′, X

′ \X ′) ⊂ K(X ′). Otherwise, write U ′ := U ×X X ′ → U ′; this
is again a Galois cover and K(U ′) is a closed normal subgroup of π1(U). The morphism of short exact
sequences

1 // K(U ′) //

��

π1(U ′) //

����

πt−D1 (U ′) //

����

1

1 // K(X ′) // π1(X ′) // πt−D1 (X ′) // 1

induces a factorization of π1(U) � π1(X) � π1(X)/K(X ′) through π1(U) � π1(U)/K(U ′) and the
assertions follows from Theorem 1.2.1 (and its Corollary) for U .

1.3. Theorem 1.2.1 and its variant 1.2.2 may remain valid for larger quotients of π1(X) but one needs
at least to impose boundedness constraints on wild ramification (in a sense to be made precise) as the
following result shows.

Proposition. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let f : Y → X be a morphism of varieties over
k, both normal and connected. Assume X is quasi-affine over k. Then π1(Y )→ π1(X) has open image
only if f : Y → X is dominant.

Proposition 1.3 is a mild generalization of [T02, Lem. (1.17) (ii)] and essentially reduces to it (cf. 3.4).
However, for the convenience of the reader, we provide a direct self-contained short proof.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.2.1

In the following, irreducible divisors are implicitly endowed with their reduced scheme structure.

2.1. We first prove Theorem 1.2.1 when X ′ = X, following an argument of Drinfeld [Dr12, App. C]
building on [FL81] and [P]. Embed X into a projective space X ↪→ Pnk and write D := X \ X as

D = W ∪ D1 ∪ · · · ∪ Dr where D1, . . . , Dr ↪→ X are irreducible divisors and W ↪→ X is the union of
all irreducible components of X of codimension ≥ 2, the singular locus of X and the singular locus of
D1 ∪ · · · ∪Dr so that X \W is smooth and D \W ↪→ X \W is a smooth divisor.

2.1.1. Lemma. Let d denote the dimension of X and let h1, . . . , hd−1 ∈ k[T0, . . . , Tn] be homogenous
polynomials such that the closed suscheme C := X ∩ V (h1) ∩ · · · ∩ V (hd−1) ↪→ X is a smooth curve,
C ⊂ X \W and C intersects D transversally. Then for every connected étale cover Y → X tamely
ramified along X \X, Y ×X C → C is again a connected étale cover tamely ramified along C \C, where
C := C \ C ∩D = C ∩X.

In particular, C is then automatically geometrically irreducible over k.

Proof. One may assume Y is geometrically connected over k (otherwise, regard Y as a cover of X×k kY ,
where kY is the algebraic closure of k in k(Y )). Let Y → X denote the normalization of X in k(Y )/k(X).
We first show that C ×X Y is geometrically connected over k. As this only depends on the underlying

topological structure of C, one may replace h1, . . . , hd−1 by some powers he11 , . . . , h
ed−1

d−1 hence assume

that h1, . . . , hd−1 all have the same degree. Composing X ↪→ Pnk with a Veronese embedding, one
may assume h1, . . . , hd−1 are linear so that we can apply a Bertini hyperplane argument. Since Y is
both geometrically connected and smooth over k, it is geometrically irreducible over k hence Y is also
geometrically irreducible over k. Since Y → X is finite and X is projective over k, Y is proper over k.
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Write f : Y → X ↪→ Pnk . Let Grd,k denote the Grassmannian of codimension-d linear subspaces L ↪→ Pnk
and

ZY := {(y, L) ∈ Y×kGrd,k | f(y) ∈ L} ↪→ Y×kGrd,k, ZY := {(y, L) ∈ Y×kGrd,k | f(y) ∈ L} ↪→ Y×kGrd,k
the incidence varieties. They fit into the base-change diagram

Grd,k ZY
� � //

pYoo

�

Y ×k Grd,k //

�

Y

ZY
� � //

?�

OO

pY

bb

Y ×k Grd,k //
?�

OO

Y
?�

OO

Since Y is geometrically irreducible over k, ZY is also geometrically irreducible over k and since Y is
proper over k, the second projection pY : ZY → Grd,k is proper. By the generic Bertini theorem [Jou83,
6.10. 1), 2), 3)] applied to the (unramified as the composition of an étale morphism and a closed
immersion) morphism f : Y → X → Pnk , pY : ZY → Grd,k hence pY : ZY → Grd,k is generically
geometrically integral and dominant. Consider its Stein factorization [Stacks, Part 2, 36.46.4]

pY : ZY
p′Y→ Gr′d,k

πY→ Grd,k.

Since Stein factorization commutes with flat base-changes, πY : Gr′d,k → Grd,k is generically an isomor-

phism. Since Grd,k is normal and πY : Gr′d,k → Grd,k is finite, this imposes that πY : Gr′d,k → Grd,k is

an isomorphism hence pY : ZY → Grd,k is geometrically connected. This already shows that C ×X Y
is geometrically connected over k. On the other hand, the transversality assumptions for D \W and
the fact that Y → X is tamely ramified along X \X ensures that C ×X Y is also smooth over k hence

C ×X Y is geometrically irreducible over k. Since C ×X Y is open in C ×X Y , it is also geometrically
irreducible - hence in particular geometrically connected - and smooth over k. Eventually, the transver-
sality assumptions and the fact that Y → X is tamely ramified along X \X ensure that C ×X Y → C
is tamely ramified along C \ C. �

2.1.2. The fact that there exists h1, . . . , hd ∈ k[T0, . . . , Tn] as in 2.1.1 such that S ⊂ C and TxC = lx,
x ∈ S follows from Poonen’s Bertini Theorem [P, Thm. 1.2] as explained in the proof of [Dr12, C.3].
Combined with 2.1.1, this proves Theorem 1.2.1 when X ′ = X.

Remark. The proof shows that when X ′ = X one can construct the curve C smooth, geometrically
connected over k and the morphism f : C → X in such a way that f−1(U) ↪→ U is a closed immersion.

2.2. General case. For a reduced variety X over k and a point x ∈ X, write ZX(x) ⊂ X for the
Zariski-closure of x in X endowed with its reduced scheme structure.

2.2.1. An integral variant of weak approximation. Let X be an integral variety over k with generic point
η and write K := k(η). Let x1, . . . , xn ∈ X (other than the generic point of X) contained in a quasi-
projective open subscheme of X and such that xi /∈ ZX(xj), 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n.

Lemma. For every integers e = e1, . . . , en ≥ 1 the diagonal morphism

∆e : ∩ni=1OX,xi → ⊕ni=1OX,xi/m
ei
X,xi

is surjective.

Proof. We first reduce to the case where X is affine over k. Since replacing X by an open subscheme
containing x1, . . . , xn does not affect the definition of ∆e, one may assume X is quasi-projective. Choose

an embedding X ↪→ PNk and set X := ZPNk
(η). Since ∪ni=1ZX(xi) is a strict closed subscheme of X hence

of PNk , one can find a homogenous polynomial f ∈ k[X0, · · · , XN ] such that x1, . . . , xn ∈ PNk \ V (f).

Hence replacing X with X \ V (f) , one may assume X = Spec(A) is affine.
Let pi ⊂ A denote the prime ideal corresponding to xi and, for every integer e ≥ 1 set Zei := Spec(A/pei ),
Zi := Z1

i (= ZX(xi)), i = 1, . . . , n. Eventually, let I ⊂ A denote the ideal corresponding to the reduced
closed subscheme Z := ∪1≤i 6=j≤nZi ∩ Zj . By assumption, I 6⊂ pi, i = 1, . . . , n so that, one can find
a ∈ I \ ∪ni=1pi. Let D(a) := Spec(Aa) ⊂ X denote the corresponding open subscheme. By construction,
xi ∈ D(a), i = 1, . . . , n and Zi ∩Zj ∩D(a) = ∅, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n. So that, replacing X with D(a), one may

assume Zi ∩Zj = ∅ that is pi + pj = A or, equivalently, peii + p
ej
j = A for every ei, ej ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n.
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By the Chinese reminder theorem, the diagonal morphism ∆◦e : A� ⊕ni=1A/p
ei
i is surjective. It remains

to localize. Consider the multiplicative subset

S := ∩ni=1A \ pi = A \ ∪ni=1pi ⊂ A \ {0}.

By (right-)exactness of localization, one gets a surjective morphism S−1∆◦e : S−1A � ⊕ni=1S
−1A ⊗

A/peii and, since A is integral, S−1A = ∩ni=1Api inside the field of fractions of A. Eventually, since
∆◦e : A � ⊕ni=1A/p

ei
i is surjective the canonical morphisms S−1A ⊗ A/peii → Api/p

ei
i , i = 1, . . . , n are

isomorphisms. �

2.2.2. We return to the proof of Theorem 1.2.1. The idea is to use X ′ → X to construct an auxilliary

integral variety X̃ over k and a finite morphism X̃ → X such that π1(X̃)→ π1(X) is surjective (Claim

1), factors through π1(X̃) � πt1(X̃, X̃ \ X̃), where X̃ → X is the normalization of X in K̃ := k(X̃)/K

(Claim 2) and X̃ → X is étale with a section Zariski-locally around S (2.3) so that one can apply 2.1

on X̃ (2.4). To construct X̃ → X, we use Lemma 2.2.1 and Krasner’s Lemma.

Write S = {x1, . . . , xs} and, with the notation of the beginning of 2.1, X \X = W ∪D1 ∪ · · · ∪Dr. Fix
also an irreducible divisor E ↪→ X distinct from D1, . . . , Dr and such that xi /∈ E, i = 1, . . . , s.

For a codimension-1 point ζ ∈ X (resp. ζ ′ ∈ X
′
), write Kζ (resp. K ′ζ′) for the fraction field of the

completion ÔX,ζ (resp. Ô
X
′
,ζ′

) of the local ring OX,ζ (resp. of the local ring O
X
′
,ζ′

).

Let δi (resp. ε) denote the generic point of Di, i = 1, . . . , r (resp. E).

2.2.2.1.For i = 1, . . . , r, pick a codimension-1 point δ′i ∈ X
′

over δi. The extension K ′δ′i
/Kδi is Galois

with group Γδi := Gal(K ′δ′i
/Kδi) ⊂ Γ := Gal(K ′/K). Write ni := |Γδi |, n := |Γ|.

Fix di,1, . . . , di,n/ni ∈ ÔX′,δ′i such that K ′δ′i
= Kδi(di,j), j = 1, . . . , n/ni and Γδidi,j ∩ Γδidi,k = ∅,

1 ≤ j 6= k ≤ n/ni. Such di,1, . . . , di,n/ni always exist. Indeed, since K ′δ′i
/Kδi is separable, the set F

of intermediate field extensions Kδi ⊂ F ( K ′δ′i
is finite. Hence G := K ′δ′i

\
⋃
F∈F F is infinite. Now, take

di,1 ∈ G, di,2 ∈ G \ Γδidi,1, di,3 ∈ G \ (Γδidi,1 t Γδidi,2) etc. Since we can freely replace our di,j by any

non-zero element in ÔX,δidi,j , we may assume di,j ∈ ÔX′,δ′i , j = 1, . . . , n/ni.

For j = 1, . . . , n/ni, let fdi,j ∈ ÔX,δi [T ] denote the minimal monic polynomial of di,j over Kδi ; it is
irreducible separable of degree di. The resulting

fδi :=

n/ni∏
j=1

fdi,j ∈ ÔX,δi [T ]

is again separable, and monic of degree n.

2.2.2.2.Choose a uniformizer π ∈ ÔX,ε. Set

K̃ε := Kε[T ]/〈Tn − πT − π〉.

Since fε := Tn − πT − π ∈ ÔX,ε[T ] is an Eisenstein polynomial, K̃ε/Kε is a totally ramified separable
extension of degree n.

2.2.2.3.For i = 1, . . . , s, let k(xi) denote the residue field at xi. Let k(xi)n−1/k(xi) denote its unique
field extension of degree n − 1 and choose 0 6= αi ∈ k(xi)n−1 such that k(xi)n−1 = k(xi)(αi). Let
fαi ∈ k(xi)[T ] denote the minimal monic polynomial of αi; it is irreducible, separable of degree n − 1.

Then fxi := Tfαi ∈ k(xi)[T ] is separable of degree n. Let fxi ∈ ÔX,xi [T ] lifting fxi ∈ k(xi)[T ]; it is
again separable of degree n.
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2.2.2.4.Set O := ∩ri=1OX,δi∩OX,ε∩
s
i=1OX,xi . By construction, δ1, . . . , δr, ε, x1, . . . , xs satisfy the assump-

tion of Lemma 2.2.1 so that, by Krasner’s lemma, there exists a monic separable polynomial f ∈ O[T ] of

degree n such that the separable algebra K̃ := K[T ]/〈f〉 satisfies K̃ ⊗K Kζ ' Kζ/〈fζ〉, ζ = δ1, . . . , δr, ε,
that is

(2.2.2.4.1) K̃ ⊗K Kδi '
∏n/ni
j=1 Kδi [T ]/〈fdi,j 〉 '

∏n/ni
j=1 Kδi(di,j) '

∏n/ni
j=1 K ′δ′i

, i = 1, . . . , r

(2.2.2.4.2) K̃ ⊗K Kε ' Kε[T ]/〈fε〉 ' K̃ε

and fmodmX,xi
= fximodmX,xi

= fxi = Tfαi , i = 1, . . . , s.

Since K̃ ⊗K Kε is a field, one sees that f ∈ K[T ] is irreducible and K̃/K is a separable field extension.

2.2.3. Let X̃ and X̃ (resp. X̃ ′ and X̃
′
) denote respectively the normalization of X and X in K̃/K (resp.

in K̃ ′ := K̃ ·K ′/K). They fit into the canonical commutative diagram:

X̃
′

��

44 X
′

��
X̃ 44X̃ ′

/ O

__

//

p
��

X ′

��

/�

??

X

X̃
/ O

__

q
// X
/ �

??

Claim 1. The morphism of profinite groups π1(X̃)→ π1(X) is surjective.

Proof. More generally, if Y → X is a dominant morphism of noetherian normal integral schemes, the
image Π of π1(Y ) → π1(X) is an open subgroup corresponding to the étale cover Y et → X which
is the normalization of X in Ket/K, where Ket is the compositum of all finite field sub extensions
k(X) ⊂ L ⊂ k(Y ) such that the normalization of X in L/K is étale over X. Applying this observation

to X̃ → X, the fact that ε is totally ramified in K̃/K forces X̃et = X. �

Claim 2. The epimorphism of profinite groups π1(X̃) � π1(X) � π1(X)/K(X ′) factors through

π1(X̃) � πt1(X̃, X̃ \ X̃).

Proof. Since by construction π1(X̃ ′)→ πt1(X ′, X
′\X ′) factors through πt1(X̃ ′, X̃

′
\X̃ ′)→ πt1(X ′, X

′\X ′),
it is enough to show that p : X̃ ′ → X̃ is tamely ramified along X̃ \ X̃. For i = 1, . . . , r, write q−1Di =

∪1≤i≤riDi,j where Di,j ↪→ X̃ is an irreducible divisor with generic point δi,j , j = 1, . . . , ri. From
(2.2.2.4.1), one has

ri∏
j=1

K̃δi,j ' K̃ ⊗K Kδi '
n/ni∏
j=1

K ′δ′i
,

which shows that ri = n/ni, K̃δi,j ' K ′δ′i
and X̃ ′ ×

X̃
spec(K̃δi,j ) → spec(K̃δi,j ) is a totally split étale

cover of degree n/ni. In other words, p : X̃ ′ → X̃ is unramified along X̃ \ X̃. �

2.3. The proof of Lemma 2.2.1 shows more precisely that there exists an affine open subscheme U :=
Spec(A) ↪→ X containing δ1, . . . , δr, ε1, . . . , εs, φ and such that f ∈ O[T ] can be chosen with coefficients
in Aa, with a ∈ A \ {0} such that δ1, . . . , δr, ε, x1, . . . , xs ∈ D(a). Replacing A with Aa, we may
assume f ∈ A[T ]. Since f is monic and irreducible in Kε[T ], A[T ]/〈f〉 is integral. By construction,
the corresponding finite cover q : Spec(A[T ]/〈f〉) → U is étale at xi (since fxi ∈ k(xi)[T ] is separable)
and since étaleness is Zariski-local on the target, there exists an open subscheme V ↪→ U containing
x1, . . . , xs such that q−1V → V is étale. Since V is smooth over k, q−1V is also smooth over k hence
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normal so that, by the universal property of normalization one gets a commutative diagram

q−1V
q //

� _

��

V � _

��
X̃ // X

Still by construction q−1(xi) = {x̃i, yi} with k(x̃i) = k(xi) and k(yi) = k(xi)n−1. Since q−1V → V is

étale, it induces an isomorphism of k(xi) = k(x̃i) vector spaces Txiq : Tx̃iX̃−̃→TxiX between the tangent
spaces, i = 1, . . . , s.

2.4. Since k is perfect, Xsm ↪→ X is a dense open subscheme. As by construction K̃/K is a finite separable

field extension, X̃ → X is generically smooth as well, which ensures that X̃sm ⊂ X̃ is a non-empty open

subscheme. To conclude the proof, apply the case X ′ = X as dealt with in 2.1 to X̃◦ := X̃sm\{y1, . . . , ys}
and {x̃1, . . . , x̃s} ⊂ X̃◦ to get a smooth, geometrically connected curve C over k and a closed immersion

C → X̃◦ such that x̃1, . . . , x̃s ∈ C and Tx̃iC identifies with (Txiq)
−1(lxi) ⊂ Tx̃iX̃, i = 1, . . . , s.

3. Proof of Proposition 1.3

3.1. Replacing Y by a non-empty open subscheme, one may assume Y is affine. Since X is quasi-affine
over k, there exists an open immersion X ↪→ X into an affine variety X over k. Replacing X with the
Zariski-closure of X in X equipped with its reduced scheme structure, one may assume X ↪→ X is an

open immersion with dense image and X is reduced hence that X is integral. Let X̃ → X denote the
normalization of X (in its function field). Since X is normal, the open immersion X ↪→ X lifts to an

open immersion X ↪→ X̃. So replacing f : Y → X with f : Y → X ↪→ X̃, one may also assume X is
affine.

3.2. Let Π ⊂ π1(X) denote the image of π1(Y ) → π1(X); by assumption this is an open subgroup of
π1(X). Let Y et → X be the corresponding étale cover. Since Y is normal, f : Y → X factors through
f : Y → Y et → X (see the proof of Claim 1). Replacing f : Y → X with Y → Y et, one may assume
π1(Y )→ π1(X) is surjective.

3.3. Let k′/k denote the finite field extension corresponding to the image of the canonical (open) morphism
π1(X)→ π1(k) induced by the structural morphism X → k. Replacing k with k′, one may assume X is
geometrically connected over k. Since π1(Y )→ π1(X) is now assumed to be surjective, this automatically
implies that Y is also geometrically connected over k.

3.4. Since X,Y are now assumed to be both geometrically connected over k, the surjectivity of π1(Y )→
π1(X) is equivalent to the surjectivty of π1(Yksep)→ π1(Xksep). Since Xksep , Yksep are again (affine and)
normal, replacing f : Y → X with fksep : Yksep → Xksep , one may assume k = ksep.

3.5. So, assume X = Spec(A), Y = Spec(B) are normal, finitely generated algebra over a separably closed
field k of characteristic p > 0 and π1(Y ) → π1(X) is surjective. We are to show that the morphism of
k-algebras f# : A→ B corresponding to f : Y → X is injective.

Since k is separably closed, it contains the finite fields Fpr , r ≥ 1. For r ≥ 1, endow Fpr with its natural
action of π1(Fp) and with the resulting (trivial) action of π1(X) via π1(X) → π1(k) → π1(Fp). The

Artin-Schreier short exact sequence of étale sheaves 0→ Fpr → OX
pr→ OX → 0, where pr : a→ ap

r − a,
induces an injective morphism cX : A/pr(A) ↪→ H1(π1(X),Fpr). By functoriality of the Artin-Schreier
exact sequence, f : Y → X thus gives rise to a commutative diagram

A // //

f#

��

A/pr(A)� _

��

� � CX// H1(π1(X),Fpr)� _

��
B, // // B/pr(B) �

�

CY

// H1(π1(Y ),Fpr)
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where the right vertical arrow follows from the surjectivity of π1(Y ) � π1(X) (recall the action of π1(X)
on Fpr is trivial). As this holds for every r ≥ 1, one gets

ker(f#) ⊂ Φ∞(A) :=
⋂
r≥1

pr(A) ⊂ Φ∞(K) :=
⋂
r≥1

pr(K),

where K := k(X). For every discrete valuation on K× normalized in such a way that v(K×) = Z, and
every x ∈ K either v(x) ≥ 0 and v(xp

r − x) ≥ 0 or v(x) < 0 and v(xp
r − x) = prv(x) ∈ −prZ≥0. Hence

v(Φ∞(K) \ {0}) ⊂
⋂
r≥1

v(pr(K) \ {0}) ⊂
⋂
r≥1

(−prZ≥0 ∪ Z≥0) = Z≥0.

So, fixing a proper normal model X of K

Φ∞(K) ⊂
⋂
x∈X

codimX (x)=1

OX ,x = Γ(X ,OX ) = k̃,

where k̃ is the algebraic closure of k in K (a possibly finite field extension of k). Since A is normal,

the inclusion k̃ ⊂ K factors through k̃ ⊂ A ⊂ K. To sum it up, one has ker(f#) ⊂ k̃ ⊂ A hence

ker(f# \ {0}) ⊂ k̃ \ {0} = k̃× ⊂ A×. So, necessarily, ker(f#) = 0.
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